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Abstract

Cold gases of atoms and molecules provide a system for the exploration of a diverse
set of physical phenomena. For example, cold gasses of magnetically and electrically
polar atoms and molecules are ideal systems for quantum simulation and quantum
computation experiments, and cold gasses of large polar molecules allow for novel
spectroscopic techniques. Buer-gas cooling is a robust and widely applicable method
for cooling atoms and molecules to temperatures of approximately 1 Kelvin. In this
thesis, I present novel applications of buer-gas cooling to obtaining gases of trapped,
ultracold atoms and diatomic molecules, as well as the study of the cooling of large
organic molecules.

In the rst experiment of this thesis, a buer-gas beam source

of atoms is used to directly load a magneto-optical trap.

Due to the versatility of

the buer-gas beam source, we obtain trapped, sub-milliKelvin gases of four dierent
lanthanide species using the same experimental apparatus. In the second experiment
of this thesis, a buer-gas beam is used as the initial stage of an experiment to
directly laser cool and magneto-optically trap the diatomic molecule CaF. In the
third experiment of this thesis, buer-gas cooling is used to study the cooling of the
conformational state of large organic molecules. We directly observe conformational
relaxation of gas-phase 1,2-propanediol due to cold collisions with helium gas. Lastly,
I present preliminary results on a variety of novel applications of buer-gas cooling,
such as mixture analysis, separation of chiral mixtures, the measurement of parityviolation in chiral molecules, and the cooling and spectroscopy of highly unstable
reaction intermediates.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Physics of Cold Atoms and Molecules
Despite the simplicity of the atom, the study of its properties is a powerful scientic
endeavor. The eld of atomic physics has produced countless new physical insights
in both the precise study of isolated atoms and the study of interacting ensembles of
atoms[1]. Cold, dilute gases of atoms oer the ideal system for such studies. The low
temperature of these systems is paramount precision measurements, as well as the
manifestations of the eects of interactions. In addition, low temperatures improves
the ability to conne and manipulate such gases. A temperature and density regime of
interest for cold gases is one where the mean thermal energy is lower than most or all
of the internal energy state spacings of the atom or molecule. Also of interest is where
the thermal energy is lower than the energy scale of interactions and the energy scale
of the trap holding the atoms. The realization of the rst magneto-optical trap[2],
Bose-Einstein condensate[3, 4], and a dilute atomic degenerate Fermi gas[5] have
revolutionized the eld of atomic physics. Cold atomic gases in such systems serve
as the starting point for countless experiments involving precision measurement[6, 7,
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8], quantum simulation[9, 10], exotic quantum phases[11, 12], many and few body
systems[13], hybrid systems[14], and applications such as atomic clocks[15, 16] and
inertial sensors[17].
In the last decade, research on on simple molecular systems has blossomed[18]. Diatomic molecules have two additional degrees of freedom compared to atoms: rotation
and vibration of the two nuclei. Electric charge can be separated across the distance
between two nuclei bound together in a diatomic molecule due to chemical bonding.
A diverse set of diatomic molecules can be electrically polarized in the lab frame with
relatively low laboratory electric elds. Cold gases of electrically polarized molecules
are predicted to exhibit molecule-molecule interactions

α−1 ≈ 137

times stronger

than the interactions between magnetic atoms. These strong interactions, combined
with the long natural radiative lifetime of the rotational states of the molecule, make
diatomic molecules interesting possible candidates for precision measurement[19, 20],
quantum simulation[21], and quantum computation[22, 23] experiments. The ability
to interact chemically and exchange nuclei during a collisions in a cold gas of molecules
also opens the possibility to study chemistry at cold and ultracold temperatures[18].
At the same time, the diculty of cooling and trapping diatomic molecules compared
to atoms is increased as a result of these additional degrees of freedom. While a small
class of closed-shell molecules have been produced at ultracold temperatures and high
density[24, 25], work is on-going to diversify the number and types of molecules which
can be produced at ultracold temperatures. Current eorts are focused on two general classes of methods. The rst class is composed of direct cooling methods such as
laser cooling[26], magneto-optical trapping[27], and evaporative cooling[28]. Indirect
methods are those where the cold molecules are assemble from pre-cooled constituent
atoms[29].
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While ultracold diatomic molecular experiments have been envisioned as extensions of experiments with atoms (albiet very complicated extensions), it is fruitful
to also consider experiments on cold, large polyatomic molecules and their possible
uses for new chemistry and spectroscopy experiments. Most of our understanding of
chemistry is derived from experiments at room temperature, where molecules may
exist in a vast number of rotational and vibrational states, and may even exist in a
large number of geometries (e.g. conformational states) at room temperature. As the
geometry of the molecule is a major determining factor in its chemical and biological properties, the ability to study molecules in a single state, including geometry,
is critical[30]. At temperatures tepid compared to atomic or diatomic systems, large
molecules occupy an immensely reduced number of these states and the study of their
properties can be much more powerful. Just as the presence of the rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom in diatomic molecules signicantly increases the diculty
of cooling, the larger number of degrees of freedom of a large molecule might seem
to render gas-phase cooling hopeless. Nevertheless, methods to cool large molecules
have been found[31, 32, 33, 34, 35].

1.2 Buer-gas cooling
Buer-gas cooling is a technique in which a warm or hot source of atoms or molecules
is cooled by elastic collisions with a cold inert buer gas, typically helium or neon. It
is a robust and versatile method for producing large volumes (V
density (n

≥ 1012

cm

−3

1

cm

3

)and

high

) atomic and diatomic molecular gases cooled in nearly all

degrees of freedom to temperatures as low as

T ≈ 200

mK[36] . Buer-gas cooling

has been used to cool a great variety of atoms and diatomic molecules, accounting for
half of all atomic species studied at low temperature. Remarkably, buer-gas cooling
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of large organic molecules without cluster formation has also been demonstrated[33].
Buer-gas cooling has been used to load magnetic traps of atoms and molecules.
However, in order to cool molecules or atoms below
are required.

T = 200 mK, alternative methods

For example buer-gas cooling has been used to initially cool and

load a magnetic trap of metastable helium, which was then cooled to a BEC using
evaporative cooling[37].
Buer-gas cooling typically takes place in a closed cell. However, the contents of
such a cell can be extracted into a beam by the construction of an aperture in the
cell. Atomic and molecular beams are often used to transport atoms from a source
region (i.e. the cell) to an experimental region free of eects such as collisions. Cold
beams can be used for measurements performed directly in the beam, and for measurements made once the particles in the beam have been trapped. Such beams have
a rich history in the development of modern AMO physics. The buer-gas beam is
an ideal beam source for many experiments[38].

Cold large molecules, which have

an extensive history of study in supersonic expansion jets[31], can also be studied
in buer-gas beams[39]. In addition to generally favorable properties, such as high
ux and low internal temperature, the low forward velocity of the buer-gas beam
in the laboratory frame makes it highly compatible with stationary traps.

For ex-

ample, a deep superconducting magnetic trap has been loaded with molecules from a
slow buer-gas beam using optical pumping[40]. In particular, a buer-gas beam is
attractive when methods for the deceleration of the beam are technically challenging.

1.3 Summary of Work Presented in This Thesis
The work in this thesis describes novel applications of buer-cooling. In one set of experiments, we for the rst time interface buer-gas cooling with the magneto-optical
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trap (MOT), a traditional workhorse of atomic physics. In Chapter 2 of this thesis, I
will describe how slow buer-gas beams of rare-earth atoms are used to directly load
a magneto-optical trap.

Due to the very high ux and slow velocity of the buer-

gas beam used in the experiment, we achieve unprecedentedly high loading rates of
the MOT. Additionally, this work paves the way for the production of a molecular
MOT. In Chapter 3, I will discuss laser slowing and other progress towards a MOT
for calcium uoride (CaF) molecules. CaF is a candidate molecule for quantum simulation and ultracold chemistry experiments. We successfully demonstrate a proposed
trap for CaF using an analogous system in

6

Li atoms, as well as laser slowing of a

slow buer-gas beam of CaF molecules to velocities needed to capture them in our
proposed trap.
The next section of the thesis focuses on buer-gas cooling of large molecules.
Large molecules oer the largest increase in phase space density upon cooling, which
I discuss in Chapter 4.

In Chapter 5, I look more deeply into the cooling of large

molecules in a cold buer-gas.

In particular, we directly observe conformational

(geometric) cooling of the molecule 1,2-propanediol in a buer-gas cell. In Chapter
6 of this thesis, I discuss a number of future directions using buer-gas cooling of
large molecules that I nd exciting. In particular, I will discuss preliminary results
towards the separation of chiral molecules using Moire deectometry, a measurement
of parity violation in chiral molecules, and the creation and spectroscopy of highly
unstable and reactive molecules.
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Buer-Gas Loaded MOTs for Exotic
Atoms
2.1 Laser Cooling
2.1.1 Concepts and History
The most common technique for the production of ultracold (<

1 mK) gases of atoms

is via laser cooling and trapping[41]. Laser cooling utilizes the velocity dependence
of the radiation of pressure of a monochromatic optical eld on an atom. An atom
on resonance with a laser will experience an average force in the direction of

→
k,

the

wavevector of the incident laser eld. If the frequency of the laser, as seen in the frame
of the atom, moves o-resonance, radiation pressure ceases to exert a force on the
atom. This naturally happens as an atom is decelerated via the Doppler eect. When
counter-propagating lasers are applied to a gas of atoms, the result is a narrowing of
the velocity distribution of the gas. This narrowing, which occurs without signicant
increase in the spatial extent of the gas, results in phase-space compression, or cooling
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of the gas. The optical force on an atom from the radiative cycling of photons is

F = ~kΓ

, where

(2.1.1)

~ is the reduced Planck's constant, k = 2π/λ is the magnitude of the wavevec-

tor with wavelength

λ,

and

Γ

is scattering rate of the transition, dependent on the

line-width of the atomic transition and the intensity of the applied laser eld. For a
typical atomic MOT,
amu

≈ 10−25

λ ≈ 400 − 800

nm,

Γ ≈ 107

s

−1

, and a species mass of

kg, this gives an acceleration of the atom of

m ≈ 100

a ∼ 104 m/s2 .

The nal temperature of a laser cooled gas is approximately determined only
by the width of the atomic resonance.

Photons emitted by the atom have some

distribution of frequencies, which can result in a stochastic force on the atom. The
momentum distribution resulting from this force is described by the

Doppler − limit

on the temperature of a laser cooled gas. This temperature is typically on the order
of

T ∼ 100 µK,

|v| ∼ 1

with the mean speed of an atom being

m/s.

For a large

class of atoms, a more complex cooling mechanism can be present, which relies on
the composite structure of atomic states. Even with this

Sub − doppler cooling ,

the

ultimate limit to the temperature of a laser cooled cloud is set by the stochastic jitter
of the emission of a single photon, which is on the order of
speed of an atom being

|v| ∼ 1

T ∼ 1 µK,

with the mean

cm/s.

Laser cooling was rst proposed in 1975 in the context of trapped ions by Wineland
and Dehmelt[42], and for free atoms by Hansch and Schawlow[43]. Laser slowing of
an atomic beam was rst demonstrated in 1982 by Phillips and Metcalf[44]. In 1985,
ultracold atoms were rst produced in a so-called optical molasses by Dalibard and
Phillips[45], and separately by Chu et al.[46]. Shortly thereafter in 1985, ultracold
atoms were trapped in a magnetic trap by the Migdall et al.[47].
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the Raab et al. demonstrated the rst magneto-optical trap (MOT)[2]. This rapid
growth of progress in the eld of ultracold atoms has driven the development of many
of the ideas and technologies described in the introductory chapter of this thesis.

2.1.2 The Magneto-Optical Trap (MOT)
The MOT is a simple modication of the general principle of laser cooling described
above. A schematic of a MOT is shown in Figure 2.1.1. Consider an atom with a
total angular momentum

J 0 = 1 in the excited state and J = 0 in the ground state.

the presence of a linear magnetic eld gradient
of the excited angular momentum state

In

dB/dz , the three dierent projections

|J 0 = 1, mJ 0 = ±1, 0i

experience a spatially

dependent Zeeman shift in their energies. This spatially dependent Zeeman shift is
used to apply a linearly dependent restoring force on the atoms. The cooling lasers
are red detuned from the zero-eld transition frequency by an amount

δ.

As a moving

atom travels away from the center of the trap, the Zeeman shift brings the atom into
resonance with the cooling lasers. In order to provide connement, the correct beam of
the counter-propagating pairs must be resonant with the atom. This is accomplished
by using circularly polarized cooling beams with opposite helicity. Due to the dierent
sign of the g-factor and angular momentum selection rule for each projection state,
only the laser pointing towards the center of trap will be on-resonance with the atom.
This results in a light-force based trapping and simultaneous cooling of the atom gas
in the trap. The typical temperature of a MOT is between the Doppler limit and subDoppler limit, depending on the exact conguration of the trap and the experimental
conditions. The MOT provides additional power over an optical molasses in that the
achieveable phase space compression is higher. In particular, a MOT can achieve a
phase space compression of

ρf /ρi ∼ 10−7

compared to a room temperature vapor.
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The trap restoring force is

Fr = −kx,

where

k

is the spring constant of the trap,

along with a viscous damping force to make a total force of

F = −γv − kx.

The

damping of the trap is given by

γ=−

, where

s0

8~k 2 s0 δ
Γ (1 + 2s0 + (2δ/Γ)2 )

(2.1.2)

is the saturation parameter for the transition given by the power of the

laser beams,

k

is the wavevector of the laser light, and

Γ

is the natural line-width of

the state. The spring constant is given by

k = mω 2 =

, where

µ

8~k(dB/dz)s0 µδ
Γ (1 + 2s0 + (2δ/Γ)2 )

is the magnetic moment of the excited state of the atom. For a values of

δ = Γ, µ × (dB/dz) × 10−3 m/h = δ = Γ,
ω ≈ 2π × 103

r

and

2π
, this formula produces
6×10−7

k =

Hz. The capture velocity of the MOT can be estimated from

√
vc ≈ ar =

, where

(2.1.3)

r

~kΓr
2m

is the radius of the MOT laser beam and

the typical values above and

r≈1

cm and

(2.1.4)

m

m ≈ 100

is the mass of the atom. For

amu, this yields

vc ≈ 50

The MOTs described in this thesis are estimated to have a capture velocity of

m/s.

vc ≈ 25

m/s.

2.1.3 Ultracold rare-earth atoms
Laser cooling of rare-earth atoms has led to considerable progress in the elds of
metrology, quantum gases, and quantum simulation. Notable examples include Yb[48],
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Figure 2.1.1: The magneto-optical trap. Top: A typical conguration of red-detuned
laser beams and magnetic eld. Bottom: Trapping forces for a

J = 0 → J = 1 atomic

transition. Adapted from M. Lukin's Ph 285b course notes.

Cr [49, 50], Tm[51], Er [52, 53] and Dy [54]. The latter four have large magnetic dipole
moments, suitable for the study of systems with long-range dipole-dipole interactions
[55] and the testing of fundamental theories [54], while Yb has been used in quantum
simulation studies [56, 57, 58]. Other possible uses for ultracold non S-state atoms
could include the creation of exotic quantum phases and quantum magnetism.

In

these works, laser cooling does not proceed via closed-cycle transitions. Rare-earth
atoms, with the exception of Yb, have a multitude of intermediate electronic states
between the electronic ground state and the short-life time excited states used for
laser cooling to which the atom can decay during laser cooling. For example, in the
case of Er, 110 intermediate states need to be considered [53], many of which have long
lifetimes compared to the excited state. However, these states somewhat improbably
lter back into the ground state within a relatively short time period. This has led to
the laser cooling, trapping, and condensation of several species of rare-earth atoms.
In this work, we achieved magneto-optical trapping of Yb, Tm, Er, and Ho.
The relevant level structures for the rare-earth species cooled in this thesis are
shown in Figure 2.1.2. The common feature of all of these species is the large linewidth blue transition near 400 nm. These transitions have a line-width of

10
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Figure 2.1.2: Partial level scheme of all species with their corresponding laser cooling
transition. The schemes correspond to a) Yb, b) Tm, c) Ho, and d) Er. Only the
decay to metastable states

Γ1

is considered for modeling the detuning dependent

decay as shown in equation 2.4.11. The values are taken from [59, 60, 61].

MHz, which leads to a Doppler temperature
to saturate these transitions is

P ≈ 50

TD ≈ 1

mK. The laser power required

2
mW/cm , and the eld gradient required to

make a MOT using 1 cm diameter beams is

dB/dz ≈ 20 − 40

Gauss/cm.

2.1.4 Towards Direct Laser Cooling of Molecules Using a MOT
Loaded with a Slow Buer-gas Beam
As discussed in the preceeding chapter, one potentially useful source of some ultracold
molecules is laser cooling, including magneto-optical trapping.

At the time of this

work, recent experiments employing hydrodynamically enhanced cryogenic buer gas
beam sources [38, 62] had reported several advances toward the direct production of
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ultracold molecules via laser cooling. Specically, the optical slowing and laser cooling
of SrF [26, 63], the creation of a two-dimensional magneto-optical trap (2D-MOT)
for YO [64], and laser slowing of CaF [65] in a supersonic jet had been achieved.
However, all of these experiments were performed in freely propogating beams.

A

MOT loaded from a buer-gas beam had never before been achieved. Since the time
of this work, magneto-optical trapping of SrF[27] and the laser slowing of CaF in a
slow buer-gas beam (Chapter 3 of this thesis) have been achieved.
In this chapter, we discuss the successful use of a two-stage, slow buer-gas beam
for loading MOTs, including species that have leaky optical cycling transitions. At the
time of the work, this was a signicant step toward loading polar diatomic molecules
into a MOT. Employing a two-stage helium buer-gas beam [62, 66], we created cold,
slow atomic beams of lanthanide atoms and loaded them directly into a MOT. The
eects of the collisions between residual helium from the buer-gas beam source and
the trapped atoms were characterized.
We also studied for the rst time the feasibility of loading a MOT for molecules
using this source. The low mean forward velocity of our beam source is

v ≈ 60

m/s,

which renders a Zeeman slower unnecessary and thus allows for a direct loading of the
MOT. This demonstrated a possible experimental path to a MOT for molecules; this
beam is slower than the hydrodynamic buer-gas beams used in other laser cooling
experiments and thus requires a shorter distance to slow the molecules to velocities
which can be capture in the MOT. The initial cooling stage of our experiment relies
only on collisions with He atoms, and thus is not dependent on the internal structure
of the species.

The results of this work were conrmed with the rst loading of a

MOT for SrF molecules, and all subsequent known experiments working towards a
MOT for molecules are now using this method.
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2.2 Experimental Apparatus
The experimental apparatus for the buer-gas loaded MOTs of rare-earth atoms is
a compact apparatus which, for the rst time, mates cryogenic buer-gas cooling
technology with room temperature ultracold atom technology. A full schematic and
photograph of the experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 2.2.2.

2.2.1 Vacuum Chamber and Dewar
The vacuum chamber of the apparatus is divided into two general regions - a cryogenic
region and a room temperature region. A CAD schematic of the vacuum chamber
and dewar are shown in Figure 2.1.1. The primary challenge of designing this apparatus was the eective removal of the residual helium buer-gas from the MOT region
of the chamber.

While robust and large magneto-optical traps were achieved, the

limiting factor in highly closed-cycling transition atoms was loss due to 300K background helium gas collisions. This apparatus was also used for initial spectroscopy
and photon-cycling measurements on CaF, and remains in use by the Doyle laboratory by the SrOH laser cooling experiment, and was designed and constructed from
scratch (minus the out vacuum can frame) during my thesis work. I machined and
fabricated all parts in the cryogenic region, and partially or fully machined all of the
parts in room temperature region.
The entire dewar is elevated above an optics table via optical posts and allows
both lateral and vertical optical access to all sections of the apparatus. The outer
vacuum can is constructed from 8x8x17x1/2 Al 6061 extruded tube stock. Side
plates were custom machined out of 1/2 and 3/4 thick Al 6061 plate stock. The core
of the cryogenic section of the apparatus is an IR labs 'mini-dewar', which holds

∼1

liter of both liquid nitrogen and liquid helium, and achieved a base temperature of
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Figure 2.2.1: CAD schematic of the experimental vacuum chamber and dewar. Left:
Full external view showing room temperature region on the left side and cryogenic
region on the right side.

Right: Cross section of cryogenic region showing buer-

gas cell and cryogen pots. Gray material represents Al 6061 alloy and burnt orange
colored material represents Cu 101 alloy.

T = 2 Kelvin upon application of a high pumping-speed vacuum to the liquid helium
pot of the dewar. A Cu 101 cold plate is mounted to the bottom of the IR labs dewar.
The Cu 101 '4K' radiation shields are mounted to the side faces of the cold plate.
The 77K radiation shields are mounted to a Cu101 round-to-square collar around
the liquid nitrogen pot. Cryo-pumping achieved by charcoal sorb, which covers the
interior and exterior of the 4K shields.

Optical access into the 4K environment is

achieved with cryogenic windows attached to both lateral sides of the 77K shields
and the bottom of 77K shields and via open holes in the corresponding 4K shields.
A two-stage buer-gas cell is mounted directly to the bottom of the cold plate.
This cell is directly based on the design in Lu et al.

[66].

The cell is loaded with

buer-gas in the rear of the cell through a 1/4 Cu 101 ll line, which is heat sunk
rst to 77K, and then to 2K via brazed Cu101 bobbins. The buer-gas ows through
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a diuser plate into the center bore of the cell, which is a 1 inch diameter cylinder 1
inch in length. The main cell block has a 1 cm window for an in-cell absorption laser
measurement and a small snorkel with a 532-nm AR coated window for optical access
for the 2nd-harmonic YAG laser used for ablation of the target. The front aperture
on this main cell block was a 3 mm diameter circular aperture. Four Cu101 2.8 mm
thick spacers connect the main cell block to a 1/2 long, 1 inner diameter 2nd state
cell.

Four lateral apertures exist on each side of the cell and are covered in 37%

transparency Cu 'coarse' mesh. The nal aperture is 1 cm in diameter aperture and
covered by the same mesh. The mesh is heat sunk using an compressed ring of indium
wire. Just down stream from the aperture of the cell and facing vertically down is a
1/2x1/2 square dielectric mirror to allow for 2D laser collimation or spectroscopy
of the atomic beam.
The beam rst exits a 1.5 cm diameter aperture in the 4K shields and then a 1
inch diameter aperture in the 77K shields into the rst of three sections of the room
temperature region of the vacuum chamber.

The room temperature section of the

vacuum chamber is constructed from 6x6x28x1/2 Al 6061 extruded square tube.
The three sections seal with Viton O-ring seals and are held together with anges
welded on to the chamber body. Each section is separated by an intermediate plate
containing an aperture. The rst upstream section, called the beam region, contains
a KF 50 port which is expanded out conically to a Varian V-301 turbo-molecular
pump with a pumping speed of

∼ 300

l/s.

The rst aperture plate contains a 1

diameter aperture and has several mounting screws onto which a Uniblitz VS-14 fast
mechanical shutter is mounted. This shutter opens to allow the atomic beam through,
and then closes to prevent residual helium gas from entering the next chamber. The
next chamber is the MOT chamber, and has 3 KF 40 ports on each side. One port
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contains a Varian 80 l/s turbo-molecular pump. The MOT coils are mounted above
and below this section. The nal aperture plate, with a 2 inch diameter hole, connects
to the nal region pump region. This region has an ISO 80 hole on top that is conically
expanded and connected to a Varian V-550 turbo-molecular pump.
When the cryogenic section of the buer-gas chamber is at operating temperatures,
the typical background pressure in the dewar is
chamber. With

P ≈ 1 × 10−6

P ≈ 1 × 10−7

Torr throughout the

f = 1 SCCM Helium ow, the pressure in the beam region is typically

Torr and

P ≈ 2 × 10−7

Torr in the MOT region. With a single 1 liter

liquid He ll, the dewar has a run time of 3 hours. Under house vacuum application
to the bath, the run time was approximately 2 hours.

2.2.2 MOT Coils
The MOT coils were wound from hollow core Kapton-insulated copper wire with a
square prole of cross-sectional area 6 mm x 6 mm. Each coil has an inner radius
of

R = 9.9

cm, an outer radius of

R = 16.0

cm and thickness of

10 turns, 8 wires across. The center coil is located

z = 11.9

T = 4

cm, with

cm from the geometric

center of the MOT chamber. In practice each coil has a few more turns to ensure
meeting our design specication of a maximum eld gradient of

40

G/cm, bringing

the total number to about 11.5 turns. Each coil was powered by a separate 8V, 220 A
superconducting magnet power supply model HP 6671A. The upper and lower coils
had nal resistance of

R = 0.045 Ω

and

R = 0.043 Ω

I = 176.0 Amps and I = 158.0 Amps respectively.

and were run at a current of

The lower coil required less current

because the optical table surface just below the coil was made of ferromagnetic steel.
Active water cooling was achieved with a Neslab System I heat exchanger to building
chilled water. The coils provided a radial magnetic eld gradient of 38 G/cm at the
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Figure 2.2.2:

Schematic and photograph of the apparatus used for the buer-gas

loaded MOTs of atoms. A cryogenic buer gas beam source (left, labeled 'Mr. MOT
9000') opens into a room-temperature MOT section, separated by a dierential pumping region.

The photomultiplier tube, which is located transversely to the atomic

beam, is visible in the photo as the metal box with lens tube system (photo center,
lower). The imaging system, which is also located transversely to the atomic beam,
is not visible. The distance between the exit of the cell and the MOT is 42 cm. The
MOT coils are visible as the mylar tape-covered wire assembly above the chamber.
The lower coil is not visible in the photograph.
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Figure 2.2.3: Finite element simulation of the MOT coils using the Radia software
package. On the left is the model of the coils built in Radia, and on the right is a plot
of the z-component of the magnetic eld along the z-axis (vertical) of the experiment.

aforementioned currents, as determined by nite element simulations which are shown
in Figure 2.2.3. This relatively high gradient is necessary to make MOTs using the
strong blue transitions of the rare-earth atoms. The maximum eld amplitude of the
coils was

Br ≈ 400

Gauss.

2.2.3 Laser System
MOT laser beams for each atomic species are derived from the same frequencydoubled Coherent 899 Ti:Sapphire ring laser. The 899 is pumped by a Verdi V-10
laser, and emits up to

2

W output power at a wavelength of

λ = 798

nm. This light

is coupled into a modied bow-tie cavity based on a Spectra-physics Wavetrain dou-
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bling unit using an LBO crystal. Approximately

100

mW of frequency-doubled light

is produced out of the doubling unit, which is propagated free-space to the apparatus
optical table where it is split into individual MOT beams. Each MOT beam has 15
mW power with a

1/e2

diameter of

9.8 ± 0.5

mm. The Ti:Saph laser is locked to a

HeNe laser via an optical Fabry-Perot transfer cavity, providing MHz laser line-width,
which is used to determine the error in the lifetime measurements.
A Toptica DL100 diode laser system with Nichia 399 nm diode (Type NDHV310ACAE1
- lot 4114AA) was used for spectroscopy, as well as seeding a 0 degree Celsius masterslave laser system based on a Nichia 400 nm (P

= 120 mW output power) diode (Type

NDV4313). This master-slave laser system was used in some cases as a slowing laser.
Atoms are introduced into the gas phase by laser ablation of solid precursor targets
with 4 ns long pulses and mJ energy from a Continuum Minilite 532 nm Nd:YAG
laser.

2.2.4 Detection system
We detect atoms in the MOT by imaging uorescence onto a calibrated photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu R8900-20U). To reduce background due to scattered laser
light, we spatially lter the collected uorescence using an objective that focuses the
MOT image through a variable intermediate aperture with a minimal diameter of

∼ 600 µm.

Simulation of the imaging system using commercial ray-tracing software

(LightTools), determined the collection eciency to be

(2.5±0.5)×10−3 .

A pixeLINK

USB CCD camera provides imaged uorescence detection of the beam and MOTs,
which was crucial for the alignment and ne-tuning of the MOT.
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2.3 The Slow Buer-gas Beam
The two-stage buer-gas cell is a crucial technology for mating cold molecular beams
with lab frame stationary traps.

In this particular work, it allows direct loading

of the MOT without the need for a Zeeman slower, which is a technically dicult
and species dependent component of an ultracold atom apparatus.

The two-stage

buer gas cell, invented by Dave Patterson and studied in detail by Hsin-I Lu[66],
use a second cell of lower density to minimize collisions which boost the forward
velocity of the beam upon exiting the cell. Briey, the cell, operating at 2.5 K, uses
a combination of hydrodynamic extraction and a second slowing stage to produce a
cold and eusive-like beam with a peak forward velocity of
of

≈ 70

60 − 70

m/s and FWHM

m/s. A plot of the forward velocity distribution of our beam upon arrival in

the MOT region of the apparatus is shown in Figure 2.3.1. A considerable fraction
of atoms move below the capture velocity of the atomic MOTs, which is estimated
to be 25 m/s for all species we trap here. In addition to the lower forward velocity,
the two-stage cell is adept at re-directing residual He buer-gas o of the main axis
of the buer-gas beam. This reduces the residual He load in the room temperature
region in comparison to a single-stage buer-gas cell.

2.4 MOTs of Rare-earth Atoms Loaded via a Buergas Beam
MOTs of Yb, Tm, Er, and Ho atoms are successfully loaded from the slow buergas beam source described above. Of particular interest are two things. First is the
compatibility of the MOT with the buer-gas beam source.

The gures of merit

for this are the lifetime of the MOT and the total number of trapped atoms in the
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Figure 2.3.1: The forward velocity distribution of the Yb beam from the two-stage
cell as a function of arrival time as measured 42 cm downstream in the MOT region
of the chamber using Doppler spectroscopy. The second peak visible near +200 m/s
is due to another isotope. The color scale is in arbitrary units.
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Figure 2.4.1: A snap-shot photo of the YB buer-gas loaded MOT (center).

The

outer rings are scattered light o of the vacuum chamber viewports.

MOT. The parameter of interest is the absolute loading rate of the trap, as the high
ux and slow velocity of the buer-gas beam could allow for very high loading rates.
This could make the buer-gas loaded MOT a useful starting point for ultracold
atom experiments involving exotic atoms or multi-species traps where high number
is required for the ultimate experiment.

2.4.1 Dynamics of MOT Loading From a Pulsed Buer-gas
Beam
The loading process of the MOT can be described by a phenomenological dierential
equation for the number of trapped particles

N (t),

dN
= Rl (t) − αN (t) − βN (t)
dt
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where

β

R(t)

α

is the loading rate,

the loss due to background gas collisions and

the intra-particle two-body loss. In our measurements, no evidence for two-body

eects is observed and, thus, the corresponding term is henceforth neglected

(β = 0).

The loading rate is time-dependent due to the pulsed nature of the loading process.
We nd that approximating the loading pulse by a Gaussian function as

ntot − (t−t02)2
e 2w
Rl (t) = √
2πw

(2.4.2)

yields very good agreement with our measured data. The total number of atoms is
dened by the normalization
and

w

´∞
−∞

Rl (t)dt = ntot ,

where is

t0

the pulse arrival time

the pulse width. The solution to the loading equation is Equation

1
1
2
N (t) = ntot · e 2 α(−2(t−t0 )+αw ) ·
2




erf

with the error function dened as erf(x)

t0 + αw2
√
2w
=

√2
π

´x
0




− erf

−t + t + αw2
√
2w


(2.4.3)

2

e−t dt.

Examples of the measured time traces of the MOT loading process are shown in
Figure 2.4.2 along with a t to the pulsed loading model. Note that only the tail of
the buer gas beam signal between

t = 20 − 30 ms is loaded into the MOT. While the

beam signal represents only a velocity class corresponding to a certain detuning, the
much larger MOT signal stems from particles from a range of velocities which have
been actively cooled and trapped.
Fitting to this model allows us to not only determine what part of the beam is
loaded into the trap, but to also determine our two parameters of interest,
lifetime of the MOT, and

ntot /2w,

which is the loading rate of the MOT.
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Figure 2.4.2: Example time traces of the MOT loading process for each species with
a He ow rate of 0.3 sccm and a repetition rate of the ablation laser of 1.1 Hz. The t
(solid red line) to our pulsed loading model agrees well with the data. The resulting t
parameters can be found in table 1. Also shown is the loading rate R(t) corresponding
to the t and a single exponential t for comparison.
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2.4.2 MOT number determination
Determining the absolute number of atoms in the MOT at any one point in time
is a challenging task. Our method to do this is to use the uorescent signal of the
MOT combined with careful calibration of the optical environment of the trap, the
collection optics, and the detection system and electronics. Ultimately, the number is
based on a reference to an optical power standard, in this case a Coherent laser power
meter. See Appendix A.1 for a full analysis of the MOT number determination in our
system. Briey, consider an ensemble of

NM OT

trapped atoms in a near-resonant light

eld. Given the detuning (δ ) and the intensity of the laser light that the atoms see
(I ), the excited state fraction (f ) can be calculated from the Optical Bloch Equations
for a 2-state system.

f (s, δ, γ) =
with

s = I/I0

s
,
2(1 + s + (2δ/γ)2 )

being the saturation parameter, and

I0

(2.4.4)

being the saturation intensity

for the transition. The total number of photons per second being emitted from the
cloud is given by the product of the number of trapped of trapped atoms

NM OT , f ,

and the natural linewidth (γ ),

Γ = NM OT · f · γ

(2.4.5)

A fraction of these photons strike a detector, a photo-multiplier tube (PMT). This
fraction, a combined factor given as

β,

is determined by the collection eciency of

the detection optics. A fraction (η ) of the photons striking the photocathode of the
PMT produce an electron that is liberated from the photocathode material into the
inner volume of the PMT.

η

is called the Quantum Eciency. Thus, the number

of electrons being liberated into the inner volume of the PMT per second is given by
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the product

ṅ = Γ · β · η.

(2.4.6)

Electrons liberated into the inner volume of the PMT are accelerated through an
electric eld, striking dynodes and giving rise to a pulse of electrons at the PMT
anode.

The ratio of the number of electrons arriving at the anode to the original

number liberated from the photocathode is called the gain (G). The gain is determined
independently by a calibration to an optical power standard in a procedure described
below. These electrons leave the PMT anode into a transmission line over the course
of a few nanoseconds. From there, the current pulse enters a low-noise current preamplier, which converts the current pulse to a voltage pulse with an amplication
of K (V/electron/sec). Additionally, the pre-amplier serves as a low pass lter for
the current pulse.
our computer.

This voltage pulse is measured and logged by a DAQ card in

Thus, the relationship between

ṅ

and the measured output voltage

measured by the DAQ is

Vout = ṅ · G · K = NM OT · f · γ · β · η · G · K

(2.4.7)

We can invert this to write the MOT number as

NM OT =

Vout
f ·γ·β·η·G·K

We nd from our measurements that typically

G ≈ 102 − 105 .

Additionally

γ ≈ 108 /second, η
material is
to be

Volt,

f ≈ 10−1 , β ≈ 10−3 , and

is determined from literature values and is typically

is determined from the specication sheet of the photocathode

η = 10−1 ,

K = e · 106

γ

Vout ≈ 1

(2.4.8)

and K is determined from the specications sheet of the device

V/electron/second

≈ 10−13
26
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NM OT ≈ 105 − 108 .

2.4.3 High loading rates
The total atom number in the trapand the loading rate are important gures of
merit for ultracold atom experiments. Many experiments require a minimum number
of ultracold atoms or a minimum phase-space density for technical reasons.

After

magneto-optical trapping, it is common to have additional cooling and trap loading
stages, each with their own loss of atoms.

For example, one may load atoms into

a far o-resonance trap (FORT), perform evaporative cooling, and then followed by
loading into an optical lattice.

Starting with the highest possible number in trap

reduces the diculty of achieving these experiments.
The total number of atoms loaded into each trap is summarized in Table 2.1.
Note that the variation among the dierent species is not only caused by the cooling
eciency, but also by the ablation yields, which vary strongly between the species.
The number of trapped atoms can be increased by applying low repetition rates of
the ablation laser, leading to smaller heat loads on the buer gas cell and more atoms
below the capture velocity, and by using a single-frequency slowing laser. This allows
us to achieve a peak number of Yb atoms in the trap of

n = (1.3 ± 0.7) × 108

atoms.

In addition to the absolute number, the loading rate of the MOT can be a technically important parameter. Some technical applications requiring high loading rates
include atom trap trace analysis (ATTA) studies[67] and high bandwidth atom interferometry sensing applications [68]. In particular, in working with a MOT system
with high background pressure, high loading rates enable high MOT numbers despite
the background gas loss. This is because the MOT is loaded much faster than the
loss time scale. In this work, we achieve the highest ever loading rates yet reported
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Species

174

Yb

174

Yb w/slowing

169

Tm

165

Ho

166

Er

NM OT
(#/Volt)
2.3 · 107
2.3 · 107
6.4 · 104
6.6 · 104
8.0 · 104

δNM OT
(#/Volt)
1.2 · 107
1.2 · 107
3.5 · 104
2.7 · 104
5.2 · 104

NP eak (#)

Ravg (#/sec)

(9.0 ± 4.7) · 106
(1.3 ± 0.7) · 108
(5.0 ± 2.7) · 104
(7.7 ± 3.1) · 104
(2.5 ± 1.6) · 105

(8.0 ± 4.2) · 108
(2.0 ± 1.0) · 1010
(6.5 ± 3.6) · 106
(1.8 ± 2.5) · 106
(9.3 ± 6.0) · 107

Table 2.1: Summary of MOT numbers and loading rates for each species.

for rare-earth atoms. A few experiments have higher loading rates for species in different groups of atoms, in particular meta-stable noble gas atom MOTs [69] and the
occasional alkali vapor cell - atomic funnel experiment[70], but ours is the highest for
this family of atoms.
Using the t of the time dependent MOT uorescent signal and our calibration of
the absolute MOT number, the loading rate, which is dened as

R = ntot /2w

, can be determined.
rate of Yb of

(2.4.9)

Using a single frequency slowing laser, we achieve a loading

R = (2.0 ± 1.0) × 1010

atoms/sec, along with high loading rates for the

other species even without the slowing laser. If we used re-pump lasers or the yellow
transition for some of these species, I hypothesize that similar loading rates for the
other rare-earth species could be achieved.

2.4.4 Loss due to collisions with background helium gas
Our system has a background helium gas load inherent to the buer-gas beam source.
The helium gas in the chamber can be divided into one of two categories: cryogenic
or room temperature. During operation of the buer-gas beam, helium atoms leave
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the cell with roughly a 2K thermal distribution of speeds. This 'beam' of helium is
constantly present in the experiment and is incident on the MOT during its loading.
The other population of helium atoms has a 300K thermal distribution, and consists
of atoms which have scattered o of the outer vacuum chamber of our experiment.
Before undertaking this study, it was unclear how either population of background
helium collisions would aect the MOT. It was not known if loading a MOT with a
2 Kelvin helium beam shining onto the MOT would even permit initial trapping. A
quick kinematics calculation shows that a head-on collision with a 2 Kelvin helium
atom should only change the velocity of a previously stationary Yb atom by

∆v = 4

m/s, which is well below the capture velocity of the trap. Loss due to collisions with
room-temperature background helium and out-gassing molecules are known to be a
problem that would need a managed solution. A head on collisions between a 300
Kelvin He atom and a stationary Yb atom results in

∆v = 50

capture velocity of our MOT. Heavier species such as O2 yields

m/s, well above the

∆v > 100

m/s for a

head-on collision, which would also certainly cause trap loss.
One can estimate the trap loss rate due to room temperature background gas
collisions using a simple collision model. The loss rate is

Γ0 = nHe σHe−Atom vHe
¯

, where
yields

nHe =

P
,
kB T

Γ0 ∼ 10

σHe−Atom ≈ 10−14

−1
s
for pressures of

2
cm , and

(2.4.10)

vHe ≈¯ 1120

P ∼ 10−7 − 10−6

m/s at

Torr.

T = 300

K. This

We characterized the

buer-gas loaded MOTs as a function of the buer-gas ow rate into our chamber
with the shutter always-open, which is shown in Figure 2.4.3. All measurements were
taken at the laser detuning which results in the maximum MOT uorescent signal.
The lifetime of the MOT is aected by helium buer-gas, as seen in the decreasing
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Figure 2.4.3: MOT lifetimes (α) for every species from tting the time traces to our
loading model. The dashed lines are exponential ts and act as a guide to the eye
only.

slope of each species, with the highest lifetime at

f = 0.3

SCCM. However, each

species has a very dierent low-ow lifetime. This is because Tm, Ho, and Er all have
loss to meta-stable stables in the intermediate electronic manifold. Yb has a single
meta-stable loss channel with

Γ0 ≈ 3

s

−1

. Using the shutter, we are able to achieve

lifetimes which are limited by this loss mechanism. For the species experiencing loss
to meta-stable states, we are able to characterize this loss as follows.

2.4.5 Loss to meta-stable states
In a simplied model where the presence of the intermediate electronic states is modeled as a loss rate

Γ1

from the system, this loss is the dominant loss rate for the

system for Tm, Ho, and Er.

As this loss only occurs if the atom is excited to the

electronic excited state, the rate will depend on the excited state fraction. Thus, our
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174

Yb

169

Tm

165

166

Ho

Er

−1

Γ0 (s ) 10 ± 2 20 ± 2
38 ± 7
113 ± 16
−1
Γ1 (s )
1510 ± 203 2071 ± 753
1/α (ms) 80 ± 4 41 ± 2
5.7 ± 0.4
Table 2.2: Summary of measured loss rates for the species trapped in this work. The
entries denoted '-' refer to statistically compatible with a null measurement.

model is


α(∆) = Γ0 + Γ1
, where

κ · s0 is

Γ = 2π × ∆v ,

s0,ef f /2
1 + s0,ef f + 4∆2 /Γ2

the eective saturation parameter,

where

∆v

∆


(2.4.11)

is the laser detuning, and

is the natural line-width of the excited state. The eective

saturation parameter takes averaging over Zeeman substates and random light polarization in the MOT region into account, where

κ ≈ 3·

2F +1
and F corresponds
2F 0 +1

to the hyperne quantum number of the ground state. This simplied model omits
any population which gets recycled back into the ground state after the decay to the
metastable state reservoir, but allows for the determination of a lower limit of the
decay rate into the intermediate states.
The measurements for each species are shown in Figure 2.4.4. In the case of Ho,
for example, we observe the largest MOT uorescence signal with a red-detuned laser
at

∆ = −1.3Γ

. Although this is the optimal detuning for creating high numbers of

trapped atoms, the longest MOT lifetime is observed at detunings further to the red.
This eect is explained by the lower population in the excited state and, consequently,
a lower probability of decaying into a metastable dark state. Increasing the excited
state population by moving the laser frequency closer to the transition line center
decreases the MOT lifetime almost by a factor of three. The strength of this eect
is governed by the decay rate

Γ1 .

The measurement results obtained for each atomic

species are summarized in Table 2.2. For the tting,
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and

Γ1

were free parameters.
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Figure 2.4.4: MOT lifetimes

α

of all species as function of the laser detuning in units

of the natural line-width with a He ow rate of 0.3 sccm and a repetition rate of the
ablation laser of 1.1 Hz.

Negative values are red-detuned with respect to the line

center. The solid line is a t to eq. 2.4.3. Also shown is the relative atom number in
the MOT, including a Gaussian t as a guide to the eye.

Our measurements indicate an increase of the decay rates with an increase of the He
ow rate for all species.

In Table 2.2, we list values of the decay rates which are

extrapolated to zero He ow. The results for for Yb, Tm and Er are in agreement
within the errors described in previously reported work. For Ho, both our measurement and the result of the Saman group [71] are currently the only experimental
estimates of the decay rate to metastable states. At present, no theoretical prediction
is available.
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3.1 Molecular Structure
Diatomic molecules have two additional degrees of freedom in comparison to atoms.
As there are two nuclei instead of one, the new degrees of freedom arise due to the
presence of an internuclear axis with rotational symmetry about only this axis. The
result is two distinct degrees of freedom in diatomic molecules - rotations/vibrations
around/along the internuclear axis. In comparison, atoms have three degrees of rotational symmetry. The molecular internuclear axis is a

de facto

quantization axis,

and this axis may be rotating in space. This leads to the distinct of lab-frame and
molecule frame quantum numbers. Molecule-frame quantum numbers must be either
parallel or perpendicular to this internuclear axis.

The coupling of the electron's

orbital and intrinsic angular momentum to this axis determine the structure of the
molecule and are in general divided into groups called Hund's cases. The properties
of diatomic molecules as they relate to laser cooling and to our molecular species,
CaF, are discussed here.
The degree of freedom corresponding to oscillations in the inter-nuclear distance is
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called the vibrational degree of freedom. In a diatomic molecule, there typically exist
several low lying molecular orbitals with bonding character. For alkali/alkali-earth
- halogen diatomic radicals, all states below the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) typically result in a strongly bonding character. Even with the promotion of
the unpaired electron to the next several highest states, the orbital remains bonding.
The result is that a locally harmonic potential exists near the internuclear distance
which minimizes the energy of the orbital.

The eigenstates of this potential are

quantum harmonic oscillator eigenstates with energies given by

Ev = ωe (v + 1/2) − ωe xe (v + 1/2)2 + ωe ye (v + 1/2)3 + ...

, where
and

ye

v

is the vibrational quantum number,

ωe

(3.1.1)

is the vibrational constant, and

xe

are anharmonic corrections which account for actual global structure of the

potential energy curves.

Under the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, this vibra-

tional degree of freedom is uncoupled from the electronic degree of freedom. Thus,
transitions between electronic states with dierent vibrational wavefunctions have
a moment that is proportional to the between the two vibrational wavefunctions

µab ∝ hψva |ψvb i.

The probability of the transition is then proportional to

|hψva |ψvb i|2 ,

which is called the Frank-Condon factor.
The rotations of a molecule approximately obey the rigid rotor Hamiltonian. The
wavefunctions are given by the solutions to the following Schrödinger equation

~2
R2 ψ(θ, φ) = Eψ(θ, φ),
2µR2
where

(3.1.2)

R is the total rotational angular momentum operator, µ is the reduced mass

of the atomic nuclei and

R

is the equilibrium separation of the atomic nuclei. The
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wavefunctions which solve this equation are the spherical harmonics

YRM (θ, φ)with

energies

ER =

~2
R(R + 1) = BR(R + 1),
2I

(3.1.3)

where the prefactor B is called the rotational constant. The eigenfunctionsYRM (θ, φ)
have well dened parity (reection about the origin) which alternates as

R

increases.

This rotor is not perfect as it lengthens due to centrifugal distortion. To account for
this, we can write the energy as

ER = Be R(R + 1) − De R2 (R + 1)2 + ...

(3.1.4)

In reality, the rotational constant also depends on the vibrational state of the molecule,
such that the rotations have eective constants

Bv = Be − αc (v + 1/2) + ...

(3.1.5)

Dv = De + βe (v + 1/2) + ...
And likewise, the vibrational state of the molecule also depends on the rotational
state through centrifugal distortion.
A convenient hybrid description of the ro-vibrational energies of the diatomic
molecule is accomplished using the Dunham expansion

E=

X
kl

where


Ykl

1
v+
2

k

(R (R + 1))l

Y10 ≈ ωe , Y20 ≈ −ωe xe , Y02 ≈ −De , Y11 ≈ −αc , Y12 ≈ −βc

(3.1.6)

and so forth.

The rotational degree of freedom of the nuclei can then couple to the various other
angular momentum present in the molecule, both orbital and intrinsic. In addition
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to the rotation angular momentum of the nuclei
electron orbital angular momentum,

S,

the nuclear spin angular momentum.

R,

these momenta include:

L,

the

the electron spin angular momentum, and

I,

The following 'direct' interactions determine

the couplings of these angular momenta, generally through a magnetic coupling:

1.

L · S−the

2.

L · R−the

3.

L · I−the

orbital hyperne interaction.

4.

S · I−the

spin-spin hyperne interaction

5.

S · R−the

6.

I · R−the

spin-orbit interaction.

rotation-orbit interaction.

spin-rotation interaction

nuclear-spin rotation interaction

The good quantum numbers under these interactions depend on their relative strengths.
The relative strengths lead to dierent cases called Hund's cases. Most states in most
molecules fall into one of ve general Hund's cases. An in depth explanation of the
Hund's cases are described in [72] as well as excellent discussions in the thesis of Nick
Hutzler and Eunmi Chae. The two primary Hund's cases of relevance to our species,
CaF, are (a) and (b).

Most of the laser cooling schemes for various molecules fall

into either of these states, and many of the low lying molecular states of a very broad
class of diatomic free radicals are also in either case (a) or (b).
In Hund's case (a), the spin-orbit interaction is stronger than the pure rotation
interaction.

In this case, both the orbital angular momentum

L

and the spin

S

are strongly coupled to the internuclear axis. The result is that the good quantum
numbers are

Λand Σ,

axis, along with

which are the values of their projection along the internuclear

Ω = Λ + Σ. Ω then couples with the rotational angular momentum of
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Figure 3.1.1: Vector coupling diagram for Hund's cases (a) and (b)
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the nucleus

R to form J = R+Ω.

Lastly

J couples to I to form F = J + I.

A diagram

of this coupling is shown in Figure 3.1.1. In Hund's case (b), the rotational spacing is
larger than the spin-orbit interaction. While
to form
Next,

Λ, the spin S is free.

N

L

The result is that

couples to the spin to form

is still pinned to the internuclear axis

Λ rst couples to R to form N = R+Λ.

J = N + S.

Lastly,

F=J+I

is formed by

coupling to the nuclear spin. A diagram of this coupling is also shown in Figure 3.1.1.
Molecular state are then denoted via the term symbols
in case (b), where

ΛpΩ

in case (a) and

2S+1

Λp

p is parity of molecular wavefunction under reection across a plane

containing the internuclear axis and is either

Λis

2S+1

reported using a capital Greek letter

p = ±1.

(Σ, Π, ∆, ...)

Conventionally, the value of
for

(L = 0, L = 1, L = 2, ...).

In both cases, the vibrational quantum number, which is not associated with any
rotational symmetry in a diatomic molecule, is always a good quantum number.
Transitions between molecular states of dierent rotational quantum numbers
proceed according to single-photon selection rules. In case (b), these rules are that

∆N = ±1, ∆J = ±1, 0, ∆MJ = ±1, 0,

and lastly that the parity of the state must

change. A derivation of these selection rules is found in section 6.11.4 of [72]. For
the vibrational transitions, there are no selection rules as the vibrational degree of
freedom has no associated symmetry.

The only factor inuencing the probability

various vibrational transitions is the Frank-Condon factor

|hψva |ψvb i|2 .

As a result,

even for the best choice of states, constant irradiation of a diatomic molecule with a
single frequency optical eld will result decay to a dark state in time

τ=

, where

Γ

1
Γ (1 − |hψva |ψvb i|2 )

(3.1.7)

is the eective scattering discussed in Chapter 2. An comprehensive refer-

ence for this section is found in [72]
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3.2 CaF and Laser Cooling Scheme
The primary dierence between laser cooling molecules and laser cooling atoms is
the ability to cycle a large enough number of photons to remove sucient quantities
of momentum and entropy.

The total possible amount of momentum transfer, on

average, is

∆v =
.

~k
m (1 − |hψva |ψvb i|2 )

(3.2.1)

In order to perform laser cooling for molecules as we have for atoms, we need a

way to defeat the Frank-Condon factor on the bottom. The rst way to accomplish
is by carefully choosing a species.

Free radicals where the lone electron occupies

and orbital with predominantly ionic character exhibit large Frank-Condon factors
for on-diagonal transitions

(v” = v 0 )

nuclear motion of the molecule.

due to the weak coupling of the orbital to the

M.D. Di Rosa was the rst to point out that for

surprisingly large set of molecules, the Frank-Condon factors on the diagonal are
large enough to permit last cooling with a technical feasible number of laser sources
[73].

Our species, CaF, is well studied diatomic free radical with this property.

It

has a number of additional ideal properties for laser cooling and trapping as well
as quantum simulation[21] and cold collisions/chemistry[74, 75] experiments which
could be performed following cooling and trapping.

3.2.1 CaF properties
The following are general properties of CaF which are critical to laser cooling, trapping, and dipolar physics:

•

Electric dipole moment of the ground state X

•

X state magnetic dipole moment:

(2 Σ+ ):

µ ≈ 1 µB [77]
39
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00

v
0
1
2
3
4

0

v =0
∗
0.987+0.013
−0.019
< 0.03
1.3 × 10−3
4 × 10−5
10−6

0

v =1
0.036
0.90
0.065
3.7×−3
2 × 10−4

Table 3.1: Franck-Condon Factors for the

X 2 Σ+

0

v =2
2 × 10−4
0.07
0.83
0.092
0.073

0
v ” − A2 Π1/2 v

transition. If an

experimental number is available it is used and denoted with an asterik[78], otherwise
the number is calculated via quantum chemistry calculation ([80]) .

•

Lifetime of excited state A

•

X-A transition (λ

= 606

2


Π1/2 1/γ = 19.2

ns [78].

nm) recoil per photon:

1.1

cm/s.

In summary, CaF is a highly polar, magnetically trappable molecule with a strong
transition optical electronic transition and high recoil per photon. The

X 2 Σ+ −A2 Π1/2

is ideally suited for laser cooling and the analogous transition in SrF has been used for
laser slowing and trapping[26, 27]. A

B 2 Σ+ state also exists which could support laser

cooling[79]. Critically, the Franck-Condon factors of this molecule are quite favorable
and are listed for the lowest few states in Table 3.1. As is visible in the table, this set
of factors is called diagonal because the o-diagonal elements are much small than the
on-diagonal elements. We can use a simple scheme driving from

(v” = 0 → v 0 = 0)

and with two re-pumping lasers to close vibrational leaks to the level of 25,000 photon
scatters.
The rotational and vibrational structure of CaF has been very well studied by
various precision spectroscopy methods and its spectroscopic parameters are listed in
Tables 3.2 and 3.3., which are drawn from [81] and [82] respectively. The vibrational
spacing is on the order of

∆E ∼ 1010

∆E ∼ 1013 Hz

and the rotational spacing is on the order of

Hz. The ground state is best described in a Hund's case (b) basis and the

excited A state is best described in a Hund's case (a) basis due to a large spin orbit
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Dunham Coecient

−1
Value (cm )

Y10
Y20
3
10 · Y30
106 · Y40
Y01
3
10 · Y11
106 · Y21
107 · Y02

588.67608(29)
−2.91259(12)
8.514(2)
−6.1(1.1)
0.3437181(12)
−2.444671(93)
4.917(20)
−4.6954(20)

Table 3.2: The Dunham coecients for the

X 2 Σ+ state

Parameter

−1
Value (cm )

Te
Ae
ωe
ωe xe
Be
7
10 · De
rc []

16526.750(3)
29.15
594.513(50
3.031(2)
0.348781(5)
4.8078(3)
1.9374(1)

Table 3.3: The vibrational and rotational parameters for the

in CaF[81]

A2 Π1/2

state in CaF, as

well as the transition energy[82].

interaction which turns on.
There is additional structure in the ground X state from the spin-rotation interaction (no. 5 Section 3.1), which takes the form

Hspin−rotation = γv,N S · N

which is on the scale of

γ ∼ 107 Hz.

The uorine atom in CaF contains an

(3.2.2)

I = 1/2

nucleus and therefore the ground state also exhibits a hyperne structure, which
has both isotropic and non-isotropic contributions is. This structure is given by the
Hamiltonian

Hhyperfine = bvN S · I + cvN Sz Iz + CvN N · I
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Table 3.4:

Parameter

Value (MHz)

b00
b10
c00
c10
C00
γ00
γ10

109.1839(5)
−1.41521(3)
40.119(1)
1.0562(15)
2.876(37) × 10−2
39.65891(2)
−3.21668(25) × 10−1

The dominant spin-rotation and hyperne parameters for CaF in the

ground X state, drawn from [83]

.

This interaction is also on the order of

b, c, C ∼ 107

Hz.

The spin-rotation and

hyperne parameters have been studied to high precision and their values are listed
in Table 3.4.
The resulting ground state substructure within a given rotation-vibration level is
four hyperne states with quantum numbers

F = 0, 1, 2

roughly spaced by

20 − 70

MHz, as shown in Figure 3.2.1. The A state has negligible and hyperne structure,
but has

Λ-type splitting on the order of ∆E ≈ 1 GHz and a very substantial spin-orbit

splitting of

∆E ≈ 30

GHz , which is discussed in various references, and is described

by the Hund's case (a) basis set. Each

Λ-doublet

has an alternating parity so only

one of these states can be addressed from a given rotational level in the X-state.

3.2.2 Laser slowing scheme
Given this knowledge of the structure and Franck-Condon factors, a optimal laser
cooling scheme can be designed. Our laser cooling scheme is shown in Figure 3.2.2.
We use a main cycling transition on the

0, J = 1/2, +)
99%.

transition at

λ = 606

X 2 Σ+ (v” = 0, N = 1, −) → A2 Π1/2 (v 0 =

nm, with a Franck-Condon factor of nearly

We use two vibration re-pumping lasers. The rst vibrational re-pump is on

the transition

X 2 Σ+ (v” = 1, N = 1, −) → A2 Π1/2 (v 0 = 0, J = 1/2, +)
42
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Figure 3.2.1: The CaF structure and laser cooling scheme.
is also shown in the shaded gray region.

The detection scheme

The spin-orbit and hyperne structure is

shown in the inset in the upper right of the gure.

The main line is denoted by

the orange arrow and the two vibrational re-pump lasers are denoted the red arrows.
Decay paths, both those re-pumped and those leading to loss, are denoted by the
partially transparent curved arrows and have their respective Franck-Condon factors
5
also denoted. This scheme should allow cycling of ∼ 10 photons on average per
molecule before decaying to a dark state.
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nm with a Franck-Condon factor of
is o-diagonal on the

λ = 628.5

nm.

∼ 90%.

The second vibrational re-pump laser

X 2 Σ+ (v” = 2, N = 1, −) → A2 Π1/2 (v 0 = 1, J = 1/2, +)

at

For a given laser, the spin-rotation and hyperne structure in the

ground state is individually addressed using an AOM set-up.

This scheme should

allow for scattering of at least 25,000 photons before decay to a vibrational dark state.
This number is likely even larger as the experimentally measured main line FranckCondon factor was found the be signicantly better than the theoretical calculation.
A number of potential limits to the estimate have been investigated, including twophoton transitions and magnetic dipole transitions, and have all been determined to
be smaller than the loss to the third vibrational state. In the magneto-optical trap,
as discussed below, additional loss channels will be present.
The laser power required for the scheme is signicantly higher than what intuition
from 2-level atomic systems would predict.

For a two level system the saturation

intensity is given by

Is = πhc

1
λ3 τ

, which for the main laser cooling line is about

(3.2.4)

Is = 14

2
mW/cm .

However, the

molecular laser cooling scheme involves a signicantly reduced excited state fraction
due to the many ground state levels. In addition to increasing the saturation intensity,
this decreases the eective scattering rate. Estimates of this factor are

≈ 1/10,

and

multi-level rate equation analysis of the CaF laser cooling transition place the eective
saturation intensity at

Is ≈ 50

2
mW/cm [78].

As there are states in the ground state manifold whose total angular momentum
quantum number exceeds that of the states in the excited state manifold, certain
stretched states states will be dark during laser slowing. In the case of linearly polarized laser cooling light, the stretched states

|F = 2, mF = ±2i will be dark.
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multiple ways in which these states could be remixed back into the cooling cycle[84].
Our method follows that of deMille [63]. We apply a magnetic eld transverse to the
direction of propagation of the laser. So long as the angle between the magnetic eld
and the polarization vectors is neither 0 degrees nor 90 degrees, the magnetic eld
will admix the dierent projection states with a remixing time set by the Zeeman
shifted energy dierence.
The last part of the scheme is the detection of the slowed or trapped molecules.
This is accomplished by a two-photon transition through the

3/2, +)

state to the higher lying

C 2 Π1/2 (J = 1/2, −)

drive a laser with a wavelength of
the C state have a wavelength of

λ = 729.5
λ = 331

A2 Π1/2 (v 0 = 0, J =

state using the main a laser to

nm[85, 63]. The photons emitted from

nm. These UV photons are can then be

detected background free and with very low dark counts on a PMT.

3.2.3 MOT for CaF
The presence of dark projection states as discussed above makes a traditional MOT
scheme infeasible. After a few photon cycles at the edge of the trap, the molecule
would fall dark and drift out of the trap. These types of MOTs do exist in atomic
systems and are called type II MOTs.

A natural re-mixing mechanism for type II

MOTs does exist, but is poorly understood and weak. Nevertheless, type II MOTs
and optical molasses of several alkali species[86, 87], and recently for SrF molecules,
has been achieved. In alkali atoms, these MOTs have
atoms and a restoring force

∼1

∼2

orders of magnitude fewer

order of magnitude lower [88]. Our solution to this

is the alternating current MOT (AC-MOT) [89]. In this scheme, the magnetic eld
and polarization of the MOT lasers are simultaneously reversed on the time scale of
a single photon scatter. This turns any dark state directly into a bright state after
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Figure 3.2.2: The AC-MOT. The polarization and magnetic eld are simultaneously
switched to remix population which decays into an o-resonant projection state at
the side of the trap. This gured is partly adapted from [64].

every photon scatter. A schematic of this MOT is down in Figure 3.2.2.

3.2.4

6

Li simulation

The alkali atom Lithium, in particular the isotope

6

Li, has an optical transition which

has an angular momentum structure similar to CaF. The structure of
the Figure 3.2.3. The
of

F = 3/2

∆mF = ±1,

or

2

S1/2

F = 1/2.

and

2

P1/2

6

Li is shown in

states both have total angular momenta either

As scattering from the MOT beams requires a change of

the fully stretched

mF = ±3/2 in the ground state will be dark.

MOT on the line connecting these states at

λ = 671

Thus, a

nm, called the D1 line, is a type

II MOT. In particular, we ran our MOT on the line connected only to the

J 0 = 1/2

level in the excited state. In order to test our white light slowing and our AC-MOT,
we made and studied AC-MOTs on this line.

3.3 Apparatus
The apparatus used for this experiment is a 2nd generation apparatus designed to
improve upon the original apparatus used for the buer-gas loaded MOTs described
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Figure 3.2.3: Energy levels of

6

Li with D1 and D2 lines denoted. Figure courtesy of

Eunmi Chae.

in Chapter 2 of this thesis.

3.3.1 Dewar and Vacuum Chamber
The vacuum chamber again has two distinct sections - a cryogenic dewar and a roomtemperature sections.

In this generation, the cryogenic region was based o the

standard Doyle group cryogen-free beam box design with closed cycle pulsed tube
cryocooler and 1K Pot.

After an intermediate stem region which was ultimately

discarded, the room temperature section is a UHV section, which I had the pleasure
of designing after having spent nearly 2 years with the previous generation experiment.
Eunmi was in charge of the cryogenic section, which was much more involved than in
the 1st generation. Her dewar was beautifully designed and performs awlessly!
The cryogenic section of this apparatus is described at length in Eunmi's thesis,
and previous generations were used for the optical loading of CaF and CaH, the
eEDM experiment, and even the early generations of the large molecule experiment
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described in the latter half of this thesis[66, 40, 19, 90]. Briey, a rectangular Al 6061
vacuum chamber with dimensions approximately 21x21x25x0.5 is supported from
below by an extruded Al 80-20 support structure. The chamber features removable
side panels with transverse optical access. All seals are made from Viton o-ring seals.
The top plate of the chamber is a 1 thick Al plate with all vacuum and cryogenic feedthrough. The front plate of the dewar has a bulkhead mount KF port which serves as
the junction to the room-temperature section of the apparatus. A Cryomech PT415
closed cycle pulsed tube refrigerator is mounted on the top plate, with 50K and 4K
stages extending into the vacuum chamber. 77K radiation shields made from Al 6061
and 4K radiation shields are made from Cu101 and are separately heat-sunk the 50K
and 4K stages of pulsed tube respectively. A 1K Pot, also mounted to the top plate, is
connected to a long Cu101 bar. A 2-stage buer-gas cell similar to the one described
in Chapter 2 of thesis is mounted to this 1K bar. Cryo-pumping is accomplished by
multiple sheets of activated coconut charcoal sorb, which are arranged in a 'protected'
conguration.

4

He is again used as the buer-gas, and the cell has a temperature of

1.5K-2K and a hold time of 4-6 hours during normal operating conditions. The typical
pressure in the cryogenic beam box during operation is

P ∼ 10−9

Torr. Molecules are

introduced into the buer-gas via ablation of a solid, hot-pressed CaF2 target using
a Continuum Minilite 2nd Harmonic YAG laser.
The junction to the room temperature section is accomplished by a gate valve and
a exible bellows with KF sealing on the cryogenic side and CF-sealing on the UHV
side. In the rst experiments described in thesis, an additional intermediate region
with its own Agilent V-551 turbo-pump called the stem was also in place, although
this has since been removed. From this gate-valve on is the UHV section. The UHV
section was designed on three key gures of merit:
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1. Good Vacuum.

2. Optical access.

3. Modularity and availability.

This was accomplished with an all CF system based around a Kimball physics 6
spherical Octagon (MCF600-SphOct-F2C8), which is o the shelf for $3100 and made
of electro-polished stainless steel. Pumping is accomplished through a 6 CF Tee out
the bottom of the octagon using an Agilent V-551 Turbo-pump which was matched in
pumping speed to the molecular conductance of all apertures. Viewports were BBAR
coated for 400-700nm, with two viewports being adaptable with Kimball physics
groove-grabber chamber mounting pieces. The top of the octagon can either house
a full sized 6 CF viewport or a zero-length adapter to a long CF-2 3/4 snorkel for
minimizing scattered light. A tee on the farthest downstream end allows a vacuum
gauge, RGA, and Ti-sublimation pump to be connected to the chamber. Pressures
of

P ∼ 10−9

Torr and

P ∼ 10−8

Torr are achieved in this region with and without

buer-gas ow respectively. Imaging optics outside of the vacuum chamber can be
placed as close as 3 from the center for the chamber. The distance from the cell to
the center of the MOT chamber is 50 cm. A diagram of the entire apparatus is shown
in Figure 3.3.1.

3.3.2 Laser and Optical System
I was extremely fortunate to have the opportunity to do a signicant development of
the optical systems involved with this experiment. The end result was the fabrication from scratch of 3 full laser systems (6 total lasers), a design and (assistance of )
construction of a custom high-index electro-optic device, the set-up of the infamous
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Figure 3.3.1: A schematic of the experimental apparatus dewar and vacuum chamber.
The cryogenic section is in the blue beam box on the left and the right side is the
room temperature UHV section, which is depicted here articially enlarged and with
a rotated top view for clarity.
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6

Function

Main line

1st re-pump

2nd re-pump

2 photon

Slowing

899 Dye laser

899 Dye laser

Cold ECDL system

Ti-Saph

MOT

Aculight OPO+SFG

899 Dye laser

Cold ECDL system

-

Li tapered amplier

-

-

-

Ti-Saph

-

-

-

Li Slowing
6
Li MOT

Table 3.5: The laser system to accomplish the laser slowing and cooling of CaF and
6
of Li.

Coherent 899 ring dye laser and the set-up of the sleek Aculight OPO+SFG system. The following table summarizes the lasers involved in the slowing and trapping
experiments on

6

Li and CaF.

3.3.2.1 Coherent 899 Dye and Ti:Sapphire Laser
The Coherent 899 dye laser is a beautiful optical system when running stably.

It

provides high power, narrow linewidth, large mode-hop free tuning range, and an
excellent Gaussian mode over wavelengths ranging from the blue to the IR. As a
molecular laser cooling experiment, the ability to reach any wavelength and with
high power is crucial, and the dye laser is the only system with such capability. This
laser typically produces 500-1000 mW of orange or red light with either Rhodamine
6G or Rhodamine 640 laser dye when pumped with a Verdi V-10 laser at 532 nm.
While this laser can achieve all of those wonderful properties described above, its
reliance on a liquid jet of dye as a critical optic in the cavity renders it's long term
reliability and alignment relatively poor. Slight changes in the shape or pointing of
the liquid dye jet, even on the scale of a single wavelength of light, can take the
laser from working well to hopelessly misaligned overnight.

Additionally, the dye

tends to only last a few hundred to a few thousand pump Watt-hours and is toxic.
This makes maintenance often and dicult. I set up the laser Bert, which is luckily
relatively well behaved. Bert was rst manufactured in 1991 and has aged well over
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the years, making him relatively reliable and stable. Thanks to Radiant Dyes, which
still supports the 899, we were able to keep all our 4 dye lasers functional (although
rarely all at the same time!)
The 899 can also be run with a Ti:Sapphire crystal as the active gain medium.
This crystal achieves gain in the range from 700 nm-1100 nm and has similar output
power and spectral properties as the dye conguration of the laser. Unlike the dye
laser, however, this laser lacks the reliability and maintenance problems of the liquid
dye laser. We used this laser to produce the MOT beams for the
currently use the laser to drive the

A→C

6

Li MOT and we

transition in CaF.

3.3.2.2 Li Tapered Amplier system
In order to produced the laser light for white light slowing and magneto-optical trapping of

6

Li using the D1 transition at

fD1 = 446.78900

THz (λ

= 671

nm), I built a

laser system based on a tapered amplier. A tapered amplier (TA) is an electrically
pumped semiconductor gain medium capable of amplifying as little as
of input optical power to as much as

P = 5

P = 10

mW

W output power, depending on the

frequency range. The tapered amplier consists of a single channel of gain medium
with a width which scales linearly with distance traveled through the channel by the
seed light. This tapering allows the local optical intensity to not exceed the damage
threshold for the material during amplication. The tapered amplier can be easily
seeded with a narrow linewidth external cavity diode laser and, in practice, a tapered amplier system is a relatively inexpensive and reliable way to produce several
hundred mW of laser light suitable for laser cooling and trapping applications. The
Fermi Gas Microscope of Markus Greiner's group uses Li as the atomic species and
derives their laser cooling light from such a system. Florian Huber and Max Parsons
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from that experiment were extremely helpful in my construction of the Li TA system,
and even provided a nished TA mount for my construction. The resulting system
I constructed had an output power of
MHz.

P ≈ 300

mW with a laser linewidth of a few

Ultimately, the Li TA system suered from slow degradation due to insu-

cient initial seed power and the relatively poor output mode rendered the utility of
the system limited to white light slowing applications. Simple improvements would
allow a higher output power of

P ≈ 500

mW and long term reliability of the system.

The seed was based on an Optnext HL6756MG diode (Pmax

= 15 mW output) and

was constructed by converting a pre-existing diode laser system. At room temperature, single mode operation at 671 nm was achieved with tuning from the grating,
although a substantial mode-hop free tuning range is only achieved with the diode
at relatively lower output power of

P ≈ 5

mW. The tapered amplier itself is a

500 mW output unit at 670 nm (EYP-TPA-0670-00500-2003-CMT02-0000).

The

tapered amp is mounted a large copper mounting piece, designed by the Greiner
group and fabricated at the SEAS shop.

The TA mount is designed to mount

on a 30 mm cage mount system with the TA center facet in the center of the
cage mount system.

The TA mount is cooled by TECs ( TE tech TE-71-1.4-1.5

TEC 8.9V/6.1A max) needed to maintain the TA at the correct operating temperature (18.5 C). These TECS output a lot of waste heat., which is dissipated by
an extruded Al6061 heat sink (http://www.newark.com/h-s-marston/890sp-02500a-100/heat-sink-extrusion/dp/15J9647). In order to get the collimation lenses very
close to TA chip for maximum NA (power) and easier, more stable alignment, a pair
of custom collimation adapters from 1" lens tube to M9 is used. These adapters have
an outer diameter of 0.990" to allow for a small amount of room in case the TA is
slightly o center.

Mounted aspheric lenses sit inside the adapter with the rear of
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Figure 3.3.2: The output of the TA chip as a function of injection current. This data
was taken with a seed laser power of 12 mW.

the lens facing the TA. These adapters t inside a cage mounted z-translation stage
threaded for a 1" lens tube.
The procedure for mounting the TA is tricky and delicate.

Please refer to the

laser cooling lablog if you mount a TA in a similar set-up. The alignment of the TA
is also tricky and unique, although not dissimilar from coupling a laser into a single
mode ber, except the TA can be damaged if not enough seed light is coupled into the
chip. Again, refer to the laser cooling lablog for the procedure I used when aligning
the TA.
The nal output of the TA system with an input power of

P = 12

mW is plotted

versus injection current below in Figure 3.3.2.
The output mode of the TA is highly astigmatic. Proper collimation and mode
shaping is essential to producing a usable laser beam. Using a number of cylindrical
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Figure 3.3.3:

Side view and top view of single cold ECDL during assembly and

alignment showing the water cooled based, vacuum compatible body, and internal
layout of the electronics and ECDL.

lenses, I was able to couple the output of the system into a single mode ber with
45% coupling eciency.

3.3.2.3 Cryogenic ECDL system
In order to generate laser light for either the 1st or 2nd re-pumping transitions
and

v21 ,

v10

I constructed a pair of cold ECDL systems. The cold ECDL system is based

on the HL63133DG diode from Thorlabs, which is rated for single mode operation
at

λ = 638

nm with a maximum output of

temperatures of

Pmax = 170

mW. When cooled down to

T = −20−−40 degree Celsius, the peak of the gain curve of this diode

can be shifted to range of

λ = 626 − 629

nm. This allows construction of a relatively

high power solid state laser system suitable for use as a re-pumper. This system has
the particular advantages of cost (<10k per system) and ease of maintenance when
compared with the alternative dye laser system. My construction of these systems
was based in a large part on [91]. This system is operated at 1 psi over pressure using
dry nitrogen gas. It can also be operated in a vacuum environment for even lower
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operating temperatures.
The laser enclosure is a fully vacuum compatible Al 6061 chamber with vacuum
viewports and electrical feed-throughs. The enclosure is composed of three sections
and have general dimensions approximately 6x6x6. The rst is a base plate with
four tapped and bored large diameter holes for water cooling.

The second is the

chamber body, with o-ring grooves for sealing on the top and bottom faces.

On

the sides of the chamber body are electrical, vacuum and gas, and optical feedthroughs/viewports. The top piece is either a 6x6x1/2 plexiglass cover for ambient
pressure hermetically sealed operation, or a 6x6x1/2 Al 6061 piece for vacuum
operation. Counterbored, tapped holes are made in the chamber body at 45 degrees
and with normal incidence in the top plate for inserting of a 5/64 ball driver for
alignment during cold operation. Sealing of these holes is accomplished used o-ring
sealing screws.

Purging the enclosure with dry gas during this procedure prevents

water vapor from entering the enclosure.
Inside the enclosure is a modied version of the standard ECDL design used in the
lab. The electronics PCB sits inside the enclosure and next to it is the diode mount.
The diode mount is a standard Hänsch-style design used in the lab[92]. This mount
sits on top of an adapter plate, which sits on top of two 2-stage high performance
TECs (TE-2-(127-127)-1.15, max

∆T = 84 K and Qmax = 34 Watts) which are wired

in either parallel for Thorlabs ITC4005 driver, or in series for the Oven Industries
home built current controller. The adapter plate is secured to the base plate using 4
thermally isolating Nylon screws. The TECs have the waste heat side down such that
the heat can be carried away by water cooling of the base. The enter diode mount
and grating holder are cooled by the TEC, and the laser light which bounces o the
grating leaves the enclosure via the vacuum viewport. The TECs typically draw a
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Figure 3.3.4: The temperature dependence of the output of a cold ECDL which is
aligned at

λ = 627 nm when the laser is cooled to a temperature of T = −39.4 degrees

Celcius.

total current of

I = 5.5

Amps to cool the diode and mount to

P = 100

A single cold ECDL generates about

T = −30

degrees C.

mW output power at current of

I ≈ 180 mA. The mode hop free tuning range is ≈ 2 − 5 GHz.

Using this system in a

master-slave conguration allows the generation of nearly full power. A photograph
of the master-slave system is shown in Figure 3.3.4.

3.3.2.4 Aculight OPO-SFG system
We recently purchased a commercial OPO-SFG system for the production of 606
nm light for the main line of the CaF MOT laser beams. The wonderful system by
the company Aculight rst generates a NIR photon via OPO using a periodically
polled

LiNbO3 crystal

inside a bow-tie cavity.
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Figure 3.3.5: A photograph of the cold ECDL master-slave system. In the picture,
the master laser (upper) is active, while the slave laser (lower) is inactive due to
maintenance.
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very narrow linewidth 1064 nm ber laser which amplied by an IPG 15 W 1064
ber amplier.

The OPO photon is then summed with the remaining pump light

via sum-frequency generation using a second periodically poled stage on the crystal.
The result is 1-2 Watt output at

λ = 606

nm which is very stable and reliable, with

line-width of less than 1 MHz and a mode-hop free tuning range of up to 20 GHz.
Should additional funding be present, all dye lasers would be replaced with this type
of system.

3.3.2.5 A very high index EOM for white light slowing
In order to achieve continuous slowing of CaF molecules, we decided to use the whitelight slowing technique demonstrated by [63, 93]. Since ber-EOMs are not available
at the CaF main line wavelength of

λ = 606

nm, we needed to design a free-space

optical crystal high-index EOM. Thanks to helpful discussions with Phil Battle at
Advr, we were able to design and produce such an EOM. I designed the crystal and
driving circuit and I purchased the crystal. Aakash did most of the construction and
testing of the EOM assembly - an impressive rst project in the lab!
The white-light slowing techniques requires a coherent laser eld with a frequency
spectrum several hundred MHz in width with no gaps larger than the CaF A state
natural linewidth of

γ=6

MHz. In order to accomplish this, we drive an EO crystal

with a resonant frequency of

f ≈5

MHz with a modulation depth high enough to

produce a spectrum a few hundred MHz wide.

Consider a plane wave eld which

acquires phase at one position

E(t) = Ae−iωt ,
where

A is the amplitude and ω

(3.3.1)

is the frequency. An EOM can imprint additional

phase onto the laser eld by adjusting the index of refraction of the solid crystal
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through which the eld propagates. In particular, a sinusoidal modulation of amplitude

β

and at frequency

Ω of the index of refractions modulates the phase of the eld

as

E(t) = Aeiωt+iβsin(Ωt) ,
which, in the limit of small modulation depth

(3.3.2)

β , produces sidebands at ±Ω according

to



iωt

E(t) = A e

β
β
+ ei(ω+Ω)t − ei(ω−Ωt)
2
2


(3.3.3)

. However, we are in the high modulation limit, and to solve for modulation spectrum,
we can use the Jacobi-Anger expansion

E(t) = Aeiωt

k=∞
X

!
Jk (β)eikΩt ,

(3.3.4)

k=−∞

where
depth of

Jk (β)

is the

β = 15

k th

order Bessel function of the rst kind. For a modulation

and a modulation frequency of

Ω = 5

MHz, the predicted line

spectrum is shown in Figure 3.3.5.
This suggests that a modulation depth of
maximum slowing range of interest of

β ≈ 10 is sucient to cover the estimated

∆v ≈ 200

m/s.

For the design of our high-index EOM crystal, we need to calculate the modulation
depth as a function of a applied eld and length of the crystal. In a crystal lattice,
the electric elds

D

and

E

are related by the dielectric permeability tensor



Di = Σj ij Ej .

as:

(3.3.5)

Along the principle axes of the crystal, this dielectric permeability tensor is diagonal with elements

XX , Y Y , ZZ .

Normalizing the components of of the
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Figure 3.3.6: The predicted line spectrum of a highly modulated slowing laser beam
using an input power of

P =2

Ω=5

Watts and

MHz, assuming a

Q = 90.

This

spectrum's width is approximately 200 MHz, which is sucient to cover slowing across

∆v ≈ 200

a range of

m/s.

the total energy of the wave, U,


X=

1/2

1
8πU

DX

(3.3.6)

and so forth for Y and Z, we can write the surfaces of constant total energy in
D-space as

X2
Y2
Z2
+
+
= 1.
XX Y Y
ZZ

(3.3.7)

In an coordinate system not along the principle axes of the crystal, we can still write
a similar equations using the indices of refraction



1
n2





1
x +
n2
1
2





1
y +
n2
2
2





1
z +
n2
3
2



ni


1
yz +
n2
4





1
xz +
n2
5


xy = 1

(3.3.8)

6

The indices of refraction are modied by an applied electric according related to
the electric permeability tensor. Specically, using the reciprocal dielectric imperme-
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Figure 3.3.7: The unit cell of the material

LiNbO3

used for our custom high-index

electro-optic modulator

ability tensor

ηij = (−1 )ij

is altered by an electric eld according to

ηij = ηij0 + Σk rijk Ek + Σkl sijkl Ek El ,

where

rijk is the linear electro-optic tensor and sijkl

(3.3.9)

describes the quadratic electro-

optic eect, called the Kerr eect. This alters the index of refraction according to


∆

where

rij

1
n2

is the contracted form of


= Σj rij Ej

(3.3.10)

i

rijk

using its real and symmetric properties, as

described in [94].
The material
electro-optic

LiNbO3

is our choice for the EOM crystal. It has a large on-axis

r33 = 30.9 pm/V, a large dielectric constant of 1 = 2 = 85 and 3 = 29,

high extra-ordinary index of refraction of

ne = 2.24.

It is generally prevalent in the

electro-optics community due to these properties and is easily commercially available.
The unit cell for

LiNbO3

is shown in Figure 3.X.X .
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3m.

According to Boyd eq. 11.2.15, the contracted electro-optic tensor is




0








r=








, where

r13 = 9.6

pm/V,

r22 = 6.8

the ordinary index of refraction is

0
0
0
r42
r22

−r22 r13 

r22 r13 



0
r33 


r42
0 


0
0 


0
0

pm/V,

r33 = 30.9

n0 = 2.34.

(3.3.11)

pm/V,

r42 = 32.6

pm/V, and

Returning to our optical index ellipse

formalism above, we can compute the change in the ellipse due to an applied eld
using the contract tensor

rij .

For a static electric eld applied along the z (3) axis of

the crystal, the optical index ellipse is modied to








1
1
1
2
2
+ r13 Ez x +
+ r13 Ez y +
+ r33 Ez z 2 = 1
n2o
n2o
n2e

(3.3.12)

I derived this calculation based o of a similar calculation for a dierent point
group in Boyd chapter 11.2. In the case of z-polarized light, which attains the maximal
electro-optic coecient, the eective index of refraction is



Solving this equation for

nz ,


1
1
+ r33 Ez z 2 = 2
2
ne
nz

(3.3.13)

we get

nz = p

ne
1 + n2e r33 Ez
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Figure 3.3.8: The modulation depth of a crystal of
z-axis with z-polarized light at

Assuming that

x/2 + . . .

λ = 606

n2e r33 Ez  1

LiNbO3 for

nm and a thickness of

applied eld along the

d=1

mm.

1
, which can use a Taylor expansion of √
1+x

≈ 1−

to get

1
nz = ne − n3e r33 Ez
2

(3.3.15)

Now, the dierential phase accumulated by the laser eld traveling in the x or y
directions and polarized along the z direction through the crystal of length
an applied electric eld

Ez

For a light eld of frequency

of

Vπ

with

is

φ = −n3e r33 Ez ω × L/c

4.76×1014

L,

ω,

(3.3.16)

which for the CaF main transition at

ω = 2π ×

rads/sec. Thus, for a crystal of thickness d, the modulation depth in terms

is

Vπ =
For a crystal thickness of

d=1

πdc

mm, this curve is plotted below in Figure 3.3.7.

Our design criteria was a modulation depth of
satised with a crystal length of

(3.3.17)

n3e r33 ωL

d=5

Vπ = 20

Volts, which is easily

cm. We ordered a crystal
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to be sure.
The actual crystal which we ordered from Advr was a 0.9mm x 0.9 mm x 6 cm
z-cut

LiNbO3

crystal with BBAR coating for a wavelength range of

nm. The crystal has a thin (thickness
a thick copper layer (thickness

∼ 100

∼ 100 µm

λ = 500 − 700

nm) gold coating on the z-facet with

) on top for electrical contact, which was

deposited by Advr.
Next, we require a resonant driving circuit which is capable of driving the crystal
with a reasonable heat load. The conservative design goal for heat load was

P .1

Watt, based on discussion with Advr and Newport corporation. The basic design is
to use a series RLC circuit driven using an impedance matching transformer. The
capacitance of the EO crystal is given by

C=

where r

0 r A
,
d

= 78, A = 5×10−5 m2 and d = 1 mm.

(3.3.18)

This gives a crystal capacitance of

C=

3.8×10−11 F. The crystal and contacts should have a resistance of R = 10 Ω according
the Advr. For our design frequency of

L = 28.6 µH

and estimated

requires an input power of

Q = 90.
P = 0.9

Ω=5

MHz this give a required inductance of

To achieve a modulation depth of

β = 10,

this

Watts, within our design criteria. To calculate

the required impedance matching transformer, we can calculate the impedance of the
resonant circuit on resonance

r
r
1
L
L
Z = R + iωL +
=R+i
−i
= R = 10 Ω
iωC
C
C

(3.3.19)

Thus from a 50 Ohm BNC drive, we need a 5:1 impedance matching transformer.
Aakash constructed the nal EOM assembly and we took RF spectra of the resonant
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Figure 3.3.9:

RF spectrum of EOM drive circuit at various resonant frequencies,

which are set by a tunable capacitor.

circuit, which are shown in Figure 3.3.8
The actual construction of the EOM assembly is as follows.

The EO crystal is

placed in a 1/4 thick Al 6061 box approximately 8 cm x 4 cm x 6 cm (LxWxH).
The resonant circuit is located inside the assembly along with the crystal. Electrical
contact is made with the copper eld layers using large gold coated spring loaded pogo
pins.

The pogo pins are mounted to the PCB board, which contains the resonant

circuit, which itself is mounted to a vertical translation stage with accessible via
a knob outside of the EOM box.

This allows external actuation of the pogo pin

compression force. The other copper eld layer is directly contacted to the base of
the Al box, which is grounded. The orientation of the crystal was initially controlled
by PEEK shims, although in a later version those were removed due to damage from
the laser when misaligned. A photograph of the assembly is shown in Figure 3.3.9.
We measured the spectra of the white light slowing laser broadened using the
EOM driven at

Ω = 4.5

at a frequency shift of

MHz as measured via a beat-note against a reference beam

δ = 207

MHz. The spectra is show in Figure 3.3.10.

To make sure that smaller peaks in the spectrum do not pose a 'hole' for the white
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Figure 3.3.10: Photograph of the white light slowing EOM assembly with important
components labeled. Photo credit: Aakash.

Figure 3.3.11: Spectrum of the 'white light' slowing laser produced by passing through
the EOM at a drive frequency of

Ω = 4.5

MHz and a drive power of
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light slowing, this light is passed through a second, low-index EOM at

Ω = 25

MHz

to further broaden the spectrum and ll in an potential holes in the spectrum.

3.3.2.6 Detection system.
Detection is accomplished by imaging light from the MOT region onto two dierent
detectors. A photo-multiplier tube (PMT) allows for high sensitivity and fast time
response detection of emitted photons.

An electron multiplying CCD (EMCCD)

camera provides decent sensitivity spatial imaging at the cost of fast detection time.
Two PMTs were used depending on whether we were collecting signal from the
transition or

C → X

transitions.

For the visible orange photons of the

A→X

A → X

transition, we use a Hammamatsu R8900-U and for the UV photons of the

X

C →

transition, we use a low dark-count Hamamatsu R7600P. The two detectors can

function simultaneously as light from the imaging system is split on either a 50:50
beam splitter or dichroic mirror.

Spatial ltering is accomplished by imaging the

MOT onto a variable iris before re-imaging onto the detector.

A 2 lens has been

placed in the vacuum to improve collection eciency, and the rest of the imaging
optics are placed outside of the vacuum chamber. The signal can be processed both
in a continuous current mode or a photon-counting mode. In the continuous current
mode, the signal is sent through an SRS low noise pre-amplier and then digitized
with a NI DAQ system. If the PMT is being operated in photo counting mode, the
signal is sent through a fast amplier before being digitized and counted using an NI
DAQ system.
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3.3.3 In-vacuum magnetic eld coils.
The rapidly oscillating anti-Helmholtz magnetic eld for the AC MOT is provided
by a pair of inductively coupled in-vacuum eld coils which form part of a resonant
circuit.

The requirement of a substantial eld gradient of (∂B/∂z

? 10

G/cm) in

the 1-10 MHz range with low heat load to prevent out-gassing presents a challenging
design requirement.

The resonant frequency of the circuit is given by the familiar

equation from high-school physics

r
ω0 =

, where

L

is the inductance and

this requires

C

1
LC

(3.3.20)

is the capacitance. For

LC = 7 × 10−16 H · F.

ω0 = 2π × 6 × 106

rads/s,

In addition, we want a Q as high a possible to

reduce the heat load. The Q of an RLC circuit is

Q=

ω0 L
R

(3.3.21)

. For a given resonant frequency, we want to have as small of resistance and as large of
inductance as possible. This sets a clear design strategy - choose the smallest possible

C

and largest possible

L

whose combination gives

LC = 7 × 10−16 H · F.

This strong

inductive coupling of the coils is accomplish by placing the coils within a few cm of
each other. These coils were designed initially by Jun Ye's group at JILA and later
modied in several stages by our group. An initial design of the coils was based on
copper traces on an FR-4 PCB. Each coil was composed of two boards with traces
on both sides (4 total traces) with 1/16 inch boron nitride (BN) layer sandwiched in
between for thermal conductivity. Amorphous
thermal conductivity of

3 Wm−1 K−1 .

α-BN

is an electrical insulator with a

In this design, heat was conducted away from
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boards to an in-vacuum water cooling block.
In our re-design, the BN layer was replaced by a sintered Alumina board with
thermal conductivity ten times higher than that of BN. Additionally, a fully UHV
compatible design was achieved by fabricating the coils directly from bulk copper
using electric discharge milling. These coils were cut from a bulk copper sheet 0.85
mm in thickness, which is much thicker than the printed FR-4 copper traces. The
newer coils had 6 turns for each coil with an inner diameter of 1.5 cm, an outer
diameter of 3 cm, and only two coils per board. The distance between each board
is approximately 1.2 cm.

This allows for small MOT beams of diameter

d ≈ 1.0

cm. Bonding of the coils to the board was tested using various methods, including
UV-curing UHV compatible Opto-cast epoxy and Torr-seal epoxy. However, the most
robust bonding was achieved with Stycast 2850, which remarkably turned out to be
UHV compatible!

The combination of these design features results a substantially

reduced heat load and allows cooling to occur using an ultra-high current electrical
feed-through as a thermal feed-through to air. Under normal operating conditions,
the coil temperature increases by no more than 1-3 degrees C over room temperature.
To ensure optimal vacuum properties, the coils are baked at 120 C for several hours
before use in the chamber.
The resulting electrical properties of the coils are estimated to be a capacitance
of

C = 10−10 F,

an inductance of

I = 2.8 × 10−6

H, and a resistance of

R = 0.3

Ohms. Impedance matching is accomplished by a vacuum high voltage variable tuning
capacitor and a tuning inductor. Under optimal impedance matching, a roughly 2 A
input current gives a peak to peak voltage of 55 Volts. The eld gradient in the MOT
region was measured with a Hall probe to up to 20 Gauss/cm along the inter-coil
axis at this input current. This gradient is enough to even trap Yb atoms in the AC
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Figure 3.3.12: A photograph of the MOT coil assembly inside the UHV MOT chamber. The coils are illuminated by the MOT cooling beams.

conguration. Figure 3.3.11 shows the MOT coil assembly instead in the UHV MOT
chamber.

3.3.4 Pockels-Cell for polarization switching
The Pockels-Cell for polarization switching was a commercial system from Conoptics.
In particular, the cell itself is a Model 350-160-01-RP EO Modulator which is driven
by a Model 25D driver, both from Conoptics. This cell works perfectly and the results
of a switching test are shown in Figure 3.3.12

3.3.5 AOM breadboard for hyperne structure
In order to close the hyperne structure of CaF, we use a system of AOMs to generate
frequency components on the laser with the exact hyperne splittings. A schematic
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Figure 3.3.13: The output of the Pockels cell after the built-in polarizing beamsplitter
cube when driven by the Conoptics driver at 6 MHz. In practice, a quarter-wave plate
rotates this into polarization which switches from
high extinction of over 95% can be achieved.
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Figure 3.3.14: A schematic of the AOM optical system for re-pumping the dierent
hyperne states in the ground electronic state of CaF,

of this system is shown in Figure 3.3.13.

3.4 White light slowing of 6Li
White light slowing of

6

Li was achieved using the D2 line from both a thermal oven

source and a buer-gas beam source. The rst indication of what light slowing came
from a longitudinal slowing measurement from the thermal oven. A forward velocity
measurement of the oven source was made with the slowing laser applied. The slowing
laser was modulated using the white light EOM at varying RF powers and we observed
a depletion of faster molecules and an accumulation of slower molecules. Additionally,
a hyperne re-pump was added to this beam with an AOM at

f = 228

MHz. The

range over which is depletion grows as a function of the driving power (frequency
width) of the white light EOM. Figure 3.4.1 shows the velocity spectrum of the
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Figure 3.4.1: White light slowing of

6

Li from a thermal beam as a function of RF

drive power to the white light EOM. A separate re-pumping beam was used as driven
by an AOM at

thermal

6

f = 228

MHz.

Li beam as a function of the EOM RF drive power. The slowing laser power

for this measurement was approximately

P ≈ 7

mW with 10% at the re-pumping

frequency.
As a result of the very small mass of a lithium atom, the thermal velocity of a
lithium atom is very high (vf

≈ 100

m/s at 4K). A buer-gas beam has a forward

velocity which is strictly higher than the thermal velocity, and the light lithium atom
is strongly boosted by collisions with the helium atoms of the buer-gas cell.
produced a buer-gas beam at
velocity of

vf ≈ 150

T =2

We

K using a two-stage cell with a peak forward

m/s. In order to test the AC-MOT on

6

Li, white-light slowing

was needed to achieve a trappable forward velocity. The very next day after observing
white-light slowing in the thermal beam, we observed white light slowing of the buer-
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Figure 3.4.2:

Velocity spectrum of a

6

Li buer-gas beam undergoing white light

slowing as measured in the MOT region approximately

1

m in distance from the

cell. The percent EOM corresponds to the fraction of the full RF drive power of the
EOM, which is approximately
approximately

P ≈ 500 mW. The velocity spectrum is integrated from

t = 500 µs

gas beam. The results are shown in Figure 3.4.2 and Figure 3.4.3. An unbroadened
slowing laser makes a small shift in the velocity distribution. Turning on the EOM to
50% and then 100% of full power, for lack of a better technical term, blows the beam
away.

Very slow atoms are present, and we even detect atoms turned completely

around when using the full drive power of the EOM. The laser power used for this
measurement was 35 mW total.
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6
Figure 3.4.3: The velocity spectrum of the Li buer-gas beam in the MOT center as a
function of arrival time after YAG pulse. Blue corresponds to atomic signal. The dark
red region labeled 'Slowing Laser On' represents the time window for the application
of the slowing laser. Notice that very slow molecules are only seen immediately after
the application of the slowing laser. This suggests that the slowing only occurs in the
longitudinal distance immedeatly before the MOT center.
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Figure 3.5.1: Camera imagine of a

6

Li DC-MOT on the D2 line from a buer-gas

beam source using the in-vacuum MOT coils. The MOT is visible as the small red
sphere in the center of the coils.
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3.5 AC-MOT of 6Li
Using the very slow Li beam that we created using the white light slowing, we were
able to then achieve an AC-MOT of

6

Li from a two stage buer-gas beam source.

Our goal was to study the properties of the AC-MOT of lithium on the D1 line, as
well as try to make a DC-MOT of lithium on the D1 line.

First, we were able to

load a DC-MOT on the D2 line using the white light slowing. Figure 3.5.1 shows a
cell-phone camera image of the

6

Li DC-MOT on the D2 line. After optimizing the

parameters here, we moved on to studying MOTs on the D1 line.

We successfully

achieved both an AC-MOT and a DC-MOT on the D1 line. The time traces of the Li
beam, the DC-MOT, and the AC-MOT using the D1 line are shown in Figure 3.5.2.
The AC-MOT is substantially stronger and more robust than the DC-MOT. We trap
an order of magnitude more atoms (est.

106

atoms in the AC-MOT) with at least an

order of magnitude long lifetime (est. lifetime

> 500

ms) in comparison the almost

non-existent DC-MOT.
We studied the dependence of the trapped atom number and lifetime of the ACMOT as a function of magnetic eld gradient, AC switching frequency, buer-gas ow
rate, and YAG energy. The results of these studies are shown in Figure 3.5.3. The
only strong trend is in the atom number as a function of magnetic eld gradient. The
capture velocity of the MOT is signicantly inuenced by the average scattering rate
an incoming atom experiences as it travels through the laser beam. Given the small
1.0 cm diameter of the MOT beams, a eld gradient of several times the linewidth
still makes a signicant increase in the total momentum transfer as the atom passes
through the beams. A weak, but likely still signicant eect on the lifetime results
from an increase in the switching frequency of the MOT.
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Figure 3.5.2:

Comparison of the AC-MOT (blue), DC-MOT(red), and buer-gas

beam uorescence signals using the D1 line as a function of time. The experimental
parameters for these traces are a buer-gas ow of 3 sccm, a YAG energy of 15mJ, a
repetition rate of 1.17 Hz, and a cell temperature of
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Figure 3.5.3:

The trapped atoms number depends strongly on the magnetic eld

gradient, while no signicant dierence is observed as a function of the MOT switching
frequency. The lifetime of the MOT experiences a slight increase with eld gradient,
and a signicant increase in lifetime as a function of switching frequency.
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3.6 Laser Slowing of CaF
Laser slowing of CaF was recently accomplished using the scheme and apparatus discussed above. I was not part of the experiment by the time a consistent laser slowing
eect was observed, and a lot of work went into improving the detection scheme, polarization stability of the slowing laser, and carefully optimizing the optical alignment
and parameters using the optical pumping and population transfer using the slower
lasers. The experiment is still uncovering and overcoming technical challenges associated with the repeatability and control of the laser slowing. I want to briey show
some results which have been achieved with the laser slowing of CaF to highlight how
our understanding of laser slowing has evolved. Some of these results I was part of
and some I was not directly involved with.
The rst set of eects which we were able to demonstrate was a successive increase
the number of photons scattered by the beam by rst closing the hyperne structure,
then by remixing projection dark states, then by apply the vibrational re-pump lasers.
The eects of closing each of these leakage channels is shown in Figure 3.6.1.

By

observing a uorescence enhancement with the second vibrational re-pump laser,
we knew that some we were scattering over 1000 photons under ideal conditions.
We studied the magnitude of the re-pumping eect in various ways, and the most
interesting thing we learned was of the power requirements of the vibrational repumpers.

While a saturated intensity for the main line was measured to only be

Is ∼ 1 − 10

2
mW/cm , the saturation intensity of the rst vibrational re-pumping

laser was observed to be much higher,

Is ≈ 200

2
mW/cm .

Ultimately, with careful optimization, laser slowing of CaF was achieved.

The

experimental conguration for these measurements is shown in Figure 3.6.2. Figures
3.6.3 and 3.6.4 show the time dependent forward velocity measurements with and
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Figure 3.6.1: The eects of closing the various leakage channels in the photon-cycling
scheme for laser slowing. First the uorescence signal can be enhanced by 10x over
a single hyperne state by pumping all four ground state hyperne states simultaneously. The magnetic dark states can be remixed, in this case we demonstrated a
factor of 2 increase the uorescence signal using the polarization switching method.
Finally, the vibrational re-pump lasers can be added to recover leakage to o-diagonal
vibrational states.
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Figure 3.6.2: Experimental conguration for the laser slowing of CaF.

without the presence of the slowing laser, as well as an integrated forward velocity
measurement.

A depletion of faster molecules is observed, as well as a signicant

increase in the presence of molecules with a velocity between

80

m/s.

v = 0

m/s and

v =

A close investigation of the very slow portion of the distribution shows

the presence of molecules with forward velocities as slow as

vf = 5

m/s, below the

predicted capture velocity of the molecular MOT. The number of molecules below
the capture velocity

vf = vc = 10

m/s is estimated to be

≈ 500.

A hallmark signature of slowing is the arrival of molecules in the MOT region in
a time shorter than it would have taken a free-ying molecule to arrive at the MOT.
This can only result from molecules which spent some time ying faster, but then
were slowed just before the MOT region. The strong presence of this eect suggests
that molecules are being slowed almost entirely just before the MOT center. Current
eorts to produce an AC-MOT of CaF in the lab are on-going by my adept former
teammates Eunmi, Aakash, Loic, and new-comer Ben.
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Figure 3.6.3:

Velocity spectra of the CaF buer-gas beam as a function of time

without and with application of all slowing lasers.

The dierence of the two time

dependent spectra (red is accumulation, blue is depletion) is shown in the upper right
plot and the bottom right plot is a time integrated plot of the without and with
slowing measurement with the integration window from

84

t=2

ms to

t = 50

ms.
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Figure 3.6.4: Time traces the uorescence signal of the

vf = 10

m/s and

vf = 5

m/s

velocity classes in the MOT center. Signicant accumulation of slowed CaF molecules
is present below the estimated capture velocity of the molecular MOT. Vertical lines
indication the time window during which the slowing laser is applied.
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Chapter 4
Cold, Large Molecules
The cooling of cold gas-phase large molecules and applications of such gasses can be
used to address fascinating questions relevant to both physics and chemistry.

For

many decades, spectroscopy and chemistry of cold large molecules has been studied
using seeded supersonic beams. Recent developments in cooling and beam production
methods for large molecules have led to an exciting renaissance in the studies of
spectroscopy, chemistry, and physics using cold large molecules.

In this chapter of

my thesis, I will give a brief introduction to some of the new developments, ideas,
and questions in the eld of cold large molecules.

4.1 A powerful quantum system
What constitutes large for a molecule, or any quantum system, is a exible denition.
Here, we dene a large molecule as one with greater than 3 atoms and whose rotational properties are

generally

described as an asymmetric top. Many of the types of

molecules that have been studied are organic (carbon-containing), and in an alternative dention would be classied by organic chemists as small molecules. In contract,
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linear molecules, such as CaF and SrOH, exhibit a much less rich rotational spectrum
than the asymmetric tops discussed in this chapter.

4.1.1 Large Quantum Systems and Cooling
Large quantum systems have garnered signicant recent attention in physics and
chemical physics. A key open question in this eld is over what mass and complexity
scale does quantum mechanics behave consistently. For example, it is unknown how
quantum mechanics interfaces with gravity in signicantly massive objects.
quantum superposition state made in a system containing

1017

atoms?

1010

Can a

atoms? What about

A Physics Today article[95] discusses how physics research in large

quantum systems is divided into two categories.
One category is a top-down approach, and involves the fabrication and precision study of femto-nanogram scale massive objects.

The other approach, deemed

bottom up, seeks to study quantum mechanical behavior in ever-larger molecular
systems. In the 'top-down' approach, laser cooling of the motion of a picogram-scale
object through opto-mechanical coupling has recently been achieved[96]. These optomechanical systems have applications that range from fundamental tests of quantum
mechanics at large masses to the detection of quantum gravity[97]. In the bottomup approach, quantum mechanical interference of large organic molecules has been
observed in molecules containing nearly one thousand atoms[98].
In the work presented in this thesis, we seek to not only study the external quantum mechanical properties of large molecules, but to also manipulate and study the
internal quantum mechanical properties of large molecules.

The full Hamiltonian

of a large molecule is relatively well-known. However, these Hamiltonians can contain hundreds of degrees of freedom, even excluding electron degrees of freedom.
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Thus, precise energy levels are dicult to calculate. Simpler models called eective
Hamiltonians can be formulated, whose parameter can be measured using precision
spectroscopy. While measuring the structure of a large molecule is a challenging task,
control over its many degrees of freedom is even more dicult.

As in the case of

diatomic molecules discussed in the preceeding section, at the cost of such dicult
comes the benet of powerful applications, many of which will be discussed below.
Thus, quantum mechanical control over the internal degrees of freedom of a large
molecule is an exciting goal for both physics and chemistry purposes[30].
In particular, the cooling of a molecular system becomes more 'ecient' as the
molecular system increases in size.

This is due to two factors.

The rst is due to

increased density of rotational states. The rotational Hamiltonian for an asymmetric
top molecule is

Ĥ =

Py2
P2
Px2
+
+ z
2Ix 2Iy 2Iz

(4.1.1)

[99]. As the molecule becomes larger, the moment of inertia increases. Assuming a
xed shape and constant density, the moment of inertia grows with mass as

I ∼ M 5/3 .

Consider the case of a molecule which behaves as a symmetric top. The energy of a
symmetric top state

|J, K, mJ i

is

E = hBJ(J + 1) + h(C − B)K 2 ,

where

K

B=

~2
and
2IB

C=

(4.1.2)

~2
, J is the total angular momentum quantum number, and
2IC

is the projection of the total angular momentum along the symmetry axis. The

total number of occupied rotational states for a symmetric top is therefore

X

J × (2J + 1) × (2J + 1)

J,Ks.t.E<kB T
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Figure 4.1.1: The number of occupied rotational states of two methylacetylene and
carvone as a function of temperature.

For larger molecules, exponentially more rotational states will be populated at a
given temperature. Consider the case of carvone, a 25 atom small molecule with a
mass of 150 a.m.u. and well-studied biological properties - in particular (-)-carvone
is the active taste component of spearmint. Carvone is an asymmetric top molecule
with rotational constants
Here we assume that

A = 2237

C = B = 656

MHz,

B = 656

MHz, and

C = 580

MHz[100].

MHz for the purpose of the following calculation.

If only rotational states are considered, the number of states of carvone below the
thermal energy is shown below in Figure 4.1.1. Alongside the carvone curve is the
curve for methylacetylene, a much smaller (mmethylacetylene /mcarvone

= 0.27 ) symmetric

top organic molecule used in the work described in this thesis. For only rotational
states,

nm.a /ncarvone ≈ 0.065.

In addition to rotational states, as a molecule grows larger, the number of vibra-
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tional modes increase. A molecule with
vibration (3N

−5

N

atoms will have

3N − 6

normal modes of

for a linear molecule). In addition, as the molecule grows larger,

the energy of lowest vibrational mode grows larger. The combination of these factors
means that larger molecules occupy many more states for a given temperature compared to a smaller molecule. The comparative number of states below the thermal
energy for carvone and methylacetylene, with vibrational states included, is shown in
Figure 4.1.2.
Here,

nm.a /ncarvone ≈ 0.01.

For these calculations, I used the measurements of

the vibrational spectrum of carvone from Mineyama et al. [101]. These curves imply
that cooling of large molecules is highly 'ecient,' as an exponential reduction in
the number of occupied states occurs at the temperature drops.

In particular, the

temperature of a few Kelvin is a critical temperature. In Figure 4.1.2,

T =4

K is

the rst point at which all molecules are in the ground vibrational state, and with
the total number of occupied rotational states drops below
temperature, given by

T = 2B/kB ≈ 100

102 .

The next critical

mK, is the point at which all molecules are

in the lowest energy rotational state. This temperature regime, which is possible to
achieve using standard buer-gas techniques, represents a largely unexplored set of
scientic possibilities.
.

4.1.2 Applications to quantum simulation and computing
Substantial progress has recently been made using molecules for quantum simulation. Recent work on ultracold KRb molecules in an optical lattice has demonstrated
simulation of a spin system using dipole-dipole couplings[102].

Recently, work on

polyatomic molecules, including CH3 F and related molecules by Zeppenfeld [103],
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Figure 4.1.2: The number of occupied rovibrational states of methylacetylene and
carvone as a function of temperature.

have achieved greater than

104

polyatomic molecules at

T ∼ 1mK.

Large molecules

oer several potential advantages over atoms, atom-like, and even diatomic molecular
systems. Large molecule can be very polar. Benzonitrile, a common small organic
molecule used in our lab, has a dipole moment of
of CaF. As the dipole moment is

e × r,

µ ≈ 4.5

D, which 150% of that

a large molecule could in principle be con-

structed to separate multiple units of charge over more than standard bond length.
Additionally, large molecules can be chosen with access to internal spin degrees of
freedom. For example, any molecule containing a nitrogen has access to the

S =1

nuclear spin of the nitrogen-14 nucleus. Typical nuclear spin-rotation couplings are
on the order of

cN ∼ 10

kHz. For an

S =1

nucleus, electric quadrupole splittings,

which can be on the order of GHz, will also be present.

These couplings could be

used to greatly diversify the set of model Hamiltonians accessible in a large molecule
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quantum simulation experiment.
Additionally, large molecules could be used as a platform for quantum information and computing. Qubits could be stored in rotational states of the molecule, as
discussed in Chapter 1, as well nuclear states of a large molecule. The fundamental
challenge in quantum computing is to achieve a large Rabi frequency
qubit, while at the same time maintaining a long coherence time

τ.

Ω

for driving a

Thus a gure of

merit for potential quantum information systems could be the parameter
For example, a nitrogen-vacancy defect in diamond will have
Hz with

F ∼ 10.[104]

Ω ∼ 107

F = Ω/τ.

Hz and

τ ∼ 106

The rotational state of a large molecule can have an extremely

long spontaneous lifetime and couples weakly to external elds.
lacetylene as a conservative case.

Consider methy-

The spontaneously lifetime of its rst rotational

excited state is

1/τ =
where we have used

16π 3 ν 3 2
|µ| = 4 × 10−8 Hz
30 hc3

µ = 0.74

(4.1.4)

D. This is extremely long compared to achievable

Rabi frequencies, which are on the order of

Ω ∼ 1 MHz.

However, technical limitations

such as electric eld noise in an electric trap for molecular qubits could limit coherence
times to

τ ∼1

second, leading to

F ∼ 106 ,

which is still many orders of magnitude

largers than commonly used solid state systems.
In large molecules, however, we have access to nuclear spins of the molecule with
nuclear-spin rotation coupling as discussed above. These nuclear states would have
exceptionally long and robust coherence times for isolated, gas-phase large molecules.
The robustness of coherence of nuclear states has allowed work such as NMR quantum
computing in a liquid phase ensemble of large organic molecules[105, 106], and the
same physics underlies hyperpolarized NMR experiments, as well as and proposals
for nuclear atomic clocks[107]. While the eective Rabi frequency may be reduced to
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Ω ∼ cN ∼ 10

kHz, this could, in principle, allow achieving

F ∼ 1012 .

Quantum logic

gates and algorithms could then be performed similar to NMR quantum computing
using the nuclear-nuclear couplings of the various nuclear spins in the molecule, which
have similar strengths to the spin-rotation coupling.

4.1.3 Chemistry with large molecules in a single quantum state.
In addition to the physics of manipulating single large molecules, or isolated systems
of large molecules, we'd like to study large molecules as they interact strongly enough
and at ranges short enough to break chemical bonds. Access to cold, large molecules,
opens up the possibility of the quantum state specic chemistry of molecules. Low
temperature reactions have been studied with the CRESU technique [108] and crossed
beam techniques[109] for many years.

However, there is new interest in studying

chemical reactions at temperatures low enough that the deBroglie wavelength of the
reactants approaches the characteristic interaction length scale for the reaction, where
phenomena such as tunneling through reaction barriers begins to dominate the rate
of a reaction. Recent progress with merged beams [110], Stark[111, 112], and magnetic deceleration [113] has allowed the study of interactions and reactions of large
molecules prepared in well controlled quantum states.
For large molecules, the existence of internal degrees of freedom at modest temperatures suggest that state-specic chemistry with large molecules is feasible even
at warm temperatures. Conformers, which are isomers which can be interconverted
exclusively by rotations about single bonds, have typical energy spacings of

100 − 500

Kelvin.

∆E ∼

At room temperature, many dierent conformational states are

occupied. However, even when conformer populations are evenly distributed, chemistry is often thought to be dictated by a single conformer. Additionally, the folding
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of proteins and binding of ligands to biological receptors can be dictated by the properties of a single conformational state of a molecule[114, 115]. The ability to prepare
populations in a pure conformational state could dramatically increase reaction rates
and probe the understanding of the biological function of molecules.

4.2 Spectroscopy and Analytical Chemistry
Perhaps the most ubiquitous use of cold molecules is in the elds of spectroscopy
and analytical chemistry. One of most powerful ways of studying the chemistry of
molecules is not just to study their interactions, but study their internal properties,
which is accomplished through spectroscopy. The specic quantum properties of the
electronic structure, vibrational and rotation degrees of freedom, and couplings within
a molecule can all be determined by spectroscopic analysis. This internal structure
plays a critical role in the behavior of the bulk properties as well as reactivity.

4.2.1 Mixture analysis
A promising application of microwave spectroscopy of cold, large molecules is in the
eld of mixture analysis. Determining the chemical composition of a mixture is the
fundamental task of analytical chemistry.

The two key gures of merit of mixture

analysis are sensitivity and specicity. Methods such as cavity enhanced ringdown
spectroscopy and frequency comb ringdown spectroscopy[116, 117] can detect trace
amounts of gas-phase molecules. Systems based on ionization such as mass spectrometry or resonant ionization (e.g. REMPI ) [118]can in principle achieve single molecule
sensitivity.

However, methods (or ideally a single method) which can achieve the

specicity to independently detect species in mixtures that contain
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remain a major outstanding problem in the eld of analytical chemistry. The key to
a highly specic spectroscopic method is the production of a small number of narrow
spectroscopic features for a single chemical species in a mixture.
Numerous methods are available to perform mixture analysis. Spectroscopic methods such as x-ray diraction (XRD) and x-ray uorescence (XRF)[119] are commonly
used to identify mixtures of chemical species in the solid state. In the liquid phase, the
work-horse of specic mixture analysis is Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy.

Non-spectroscopic methods such as gas chromatography combined with

mass spectrometry (GC-MS) are also used to detect

≥ 10

compounds in a liquid

phase[120]. In practice, liquid phase mixture analysis accomplished with a combination of these techniques. A plethora of other liquid phase spectroscopic techniques
exist, but many of theses have relatively poor specicity. Thus, many improvements
in mixture analysis could come from a single, highly specic spectroscopic method
using a gas-phase environment. In following sections, I will describe how our instrument, a CP-FTMW[121] spectrometer in a buer-gas cell is a promising method to
perform mixture analysis. To date, we have used our spectrometer to analyze liquid
mixtures of up to approximately 10 chemical species. An example of a spectrum of a
complex mixture which we have taken with our instrument is shown in Figure 4.2.1 .
In addition to identifying mixtures, our instrument can be used to study the cooling
and spectroscopy of molecules in the buer-gas cell. Half of the identied species in
the mixture whose spectrum shown in Figure 4.2.1 arise from dierent conformers of
the same chemical species. In the next chapter of this thesis, I will discuss our study
of the cooling of these conformers in the buer-gas cell.
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Figure 4.2.1:

Spectrum of a liquid mixture of ethylene glycol, 1,2-propanediol, 1-

hexanal, and acetone taken using our buer-gas cell CP-FTMW spectrometer. The
experimentally observed spectrum is plotted above the zero of the y-axis, and the theoretically identied lines are plotted below the zero of the y-axis. Dierent conformers
of the same chemical make up half of the species identied in this mixture.
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4.2.2 Microwave Spectroscopy
The physical structure of a molecule is critical to chemistry and biology. This structure is accessible using spectroscopy of rotational transitions in molecules. Microwave
spectroscopy, typically performed in the gas phase, has seen decades of results and
has helped to determine the structure of a very broad class of molecules, including the detection of isotopomers, conformers, enantiomers and clusters of molecules
[99, 122, 123]. Microwave spectroscopy functions by nding rotational transitions in
a molecule. As discussed above in section 4.1, The rotational Hamiltonian for a polar
molecule is represented as a rigid, asymmetric top

Ĥ =

Py2
P2
Px2
+
+ z
2Ix 2Iy 2Iz

(4.2.1)

This Hamiltonian can be written in terms of the rotational constants

B=

~2
and
2IB

C=

A =

~2
,
2IA

~2
as
2IC

Ĥ
= APx2 + BPy2 + CPz2
~2

(4.2.2)

and has solutions

|J, Ka , Kc i,

where

quantum number,

Ka

are the projections of the total angular momentum

and

Kc

J

is the total rotational angular momentum

vector along z-axis in the case that either the molecule frame

a

the limit that molecule is deformed to make a symmetric top.
organic molecule,

A, B ,

and

C

are in the few GHz range.

or

c

is the z-axis in

For a typical small

Although the selection

rules are quite complicated for an asymmetric top molecule, in general an increase in
either projection quantum number

Ka

or

Kc ,

or in the total angular momentum

J

also changes the parity of the rotational wavefunction. This means that transitions
between diering asymmetric top states are accessible by electric dipole microwave
frequency transitions. Because the lifetime of a rotational state of a large molecule
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is so long, microwave spectroscopy experiments rely on fully coherent manipulations.
A typical microwave spectroscopy experiment polarizes all molecules in a microwave
eld emitted by a driving microwave horn with a

π/2

pulse, placing the molecules in

a superposition state which then radiates coherently. This radiated signal is called
Free Induction Decay (FID) and is then observed via a second receiver horn. The free
induction decay signal is Fourier-Transformed to determine the resonant frequency of
the radiating transition. An example of a typical FID signal is shown in Figure 4.2.1.
Various microwave spectroscopy techniques exist including high precision cavity
spectrometers[32], and the modern chirped-pulse Fourier transform microwave (CPFTMW) spectrometer[121]. While a cavity based spectrometer can excel at detecting
weak signals, in our work with mixture analysis, we use a CP-FTMW apparatus to
harness its ability to eciently take spectra over a broad range of frequencies.
Microwave spectroscopy benets from the high quality and robustness of microwave hardware.

A simple and relatively inexpensive system can easily deliver

narrow-band power at any desired frequency by typing a command on a computer.
Microwave hardware never fails unless you do something wrong and never drifts in
frequency (at a level comparably to the linewidth of a microwave transition in the
buer-gas cell). The ability to produce the data described in the following sections
of this thesis in only 1 year is directly attributable to these features of the microwave
hardware. I wish to note that the remaining credit for the progress in this and following sections goes to Dr. David Patterson.

4.2.3 Cold molecules for spectroscopy
In order to access information about the internal structures of a molecule, single quantum states need to be interrogated. Practically, this means that the population of a
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Figure 4.2.2: Typical free induction decay (FID) signal in a microwave spectroscopy

|5, 0, 5i → |6, 0, 6i
performed in a T = 6

experiment. The observed transition is the

transition in Benzoni-

trile. In this case, the experiment was

Kelvin buer-gas cell,

where the line width is 50 kHz, determined by the collision rate with the buer-gas.
In jet-cooled beam microwave spectroscopy experiments, this linewidth is often set
by Doppler broadening and depends on the particular detection geometry used.
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spectroscopic sample must be limited to an experimentally and theoretically tractable
number of quantum states. Should the population exist in an intractable number of
states, denitive identication becomes impossible.

Thus, while some applications

can be successful without this, a precise and accurate measurement of molecular
properties requires denitive identication. In order achieve this requirement, cold
temperatures of
necessary.

(T . ∆E/kB ),

where

∆E

is the energy spacing between levels, are

Room temperature can be a feasible energy scale to work at for a very

small set of very small molecules, but for the vast majority of typical 'small molecules,'
cryogenic temperatures are required. For the vibrational degree of freedom, this requires

T . 100

T .1

Kelvin. Isolation of weaker degrees of freedom can require ultracold temper-

Kelvin, for the rotational degree of freedom, this typically requires

atures, but these couplings are typically spin related and the corresponding number
of states are limited by magnitudes of the spin involved. An example of microwave
rotational spectroscopy of acetone at both room temperature and

T ∼1

K is shown

in Figure 4.2.2 and illustrates this requirement.
The most common technique for the production of cold molecules for spectroscopy
is the pulsed supersonic jet[31]. This method involves cooling during a rapid isentropic
and adiabatic expansion from a high pressure reservoir into a very low pressure region.
For an ideal gas and the absence of shock waves, viscous forces, heat sources such as
chemical reactions,

T
=
T0
where

T

and

P



P
P0

(γ−1)/γ
=

1+

1
,
− 1)M 2

are the nal temperature and pressure,

temperature and pressure,

γ = cp /cv

(4.2.3)

1
(γ
2

T0

and

P0

are the initial

is the ratio of the constant pressure heat capacity

to the constant volume heat capacity, and

M

100

is the mach number of the ow. Thus, for
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Figure 4.2.3: Microwave spectrum of acetone taken at a rotational temperature of

T ∼ 1

Kelvin, and at the room temperature,

T = 298

Kelvin, showing the large

improvement in spectroscopic analysis when using cold molecules for spectroscopy.
This data is courtesy of Brooks Pate, University of Virginia.

great enough dierence in pressure between the reservoir and the low pressure region,
and correspondingly the higher the mach number, the colder the sample becomes
until collisions nally cease and the temperature is frozen. Mach numbers as high as

M = 250 (T = 0.015) Kelvin can be produced given adequate maintenance of the low
pressure region. The largest factor increasing the mach number is the reduction in
the speed of sound via reduction of the density of the ow. However, the ow speed
does increase due to boosting - more collisions from the high pressure rear of the ow
than from the lower pressure front of the ow. This results in molecular velocities as
high at

v = 1000

m/s. At this speed, molecules in a supersonic expansion typically

only experience collisions for a distance of 1 cm, which occurs in a time of
seconds.

During this time, only a handful (10-100) of collisions occur.

t = 10−5

This short

duration and rapidly changing density of the supersonic expansion environment make
detailed study of this cooling challenging.
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as low the above quoted

T = 15

mK have been achieved, typical set-ups achieve

TR < 1

K . This is because it is technically challenging to

rotational temperatures of

maintain a very high vacuum in the low pressure region while inputting a large gas
load. The common solution to this is to use a pulsed source of molecules as opposed to
a continuous source. Additionally, thermalization of other internal degrees of freedom
proceeds more slowly, for example vibrational temperatures are routinely
K and conformational temperatures tend to be

TC ∼ 100

TV ∼ 1 − 10

Kelvin [124].

As will be shown in the next chapter of this thesis, the collisional environment
of a buer-gas cell allows for technically easier and more precise studies of cooling
in large molecules. Additionally, buer-gas beams oer an ideal source for precision
spectroscopic measurement.

The molecular ux of a buer-gas beam can be more

than an order of magnitude higher than a pulsed supersonic jet. The slower forward
velocity of the beam can add additional coherence time to the measurement as well,
which linearly increases the sensitivity of the measurement.

The electron electric

dipole moment (EDM) measurement is a good example of a precision spectroscopic
measurement made with a buer-gas beam source which attains higher sensitivity
than comparable supersonic beam-based measurements[19].
A number of additional methods for producing cold molecules for spectroscopy in
the solid state have been developed. One of the most successful of these methods is
matrix isolation spectroscopy. In this method, a dilute gaseous mixture of a species
mixed with a noble gas carrier is deposited onto an optical window held at cryogenic
temperatures. In the frozen solution, the embedded molecules are relatively weakly
coupled to the frozen matrix environment. This coupling is strong enough to cool the
internal degrees of freedom on the embedded molecules to the thermodynamic temperature of the ice, but weak enough that spectroscopic lines of individual quantum
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states can often be fully resolved.

This method has produced a rich set of studies

of chemical reactions[125] and the cooling of internal degrees of freedom[126]. Additional methods include interesting techniques such as spectroscopy inside droplets of
superuid helium[127].
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5.1 Conformers in chemistry and biology
The structure of organic molecules is critical to molecular function in biology and
chemistry. In particular, understanding the properties of conformers, which are rotational isomers, allows us to understand diverse phenomena such as the folding of
proteins[128, 115, 129, 114], behavior of DNA[115, 130], metabolism of sugar[131, 132]
, and reactions of organic molecules with trapped ions[133]. Key open chemical questions regarding conformers include the identication and energy of conformers, structure, interconversion barrier heights and shapes, and chemical relevance[115, 30].
Conformers may be observed using a diverse set of spectroscopic methods and environments.

For example, molecular beam microwave spectroscopy can measure

structure[32], cryogenic matrix isolation spectroscopy can measure dynamics in a
solid state environment [134], and ultrafast spectroscopy can measure both structure
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and reaction dynamics [135]. Each method provides a window into certain conformational properties and could be compared to quantum-chemistry theory calculations.
For example, the study of the conformers of glycine has seen a rich interplay between
quantum-chemistry theory and spectroscopy [136, 134, 137, 138, 139].
Much of our understanding of gas-phase conformers comes from jet cooled molecular beam spectroscopy and cryogenic matrix isolation spectroscopy experiments. The
low internal and beam-frame temperature of molecules in the jet allows for precision spectroscopy, which can help determine structure of conformers[31]. Despite the
low internal temperatures achieved, a thermally distributed gas-phase conformational
population is rarely observed in these methods. The cooling of the conformational
degree of freedom is governed by conformational relaxation, which is the conversion of a high energy conformer into a lower energy conformer. It can be induced by
gas-phase collisions or couplings in a solid state environment and is an important phenomenom used in the study of conformational interconversion barriers. In jet cooled
molecular beam spectroscopy, conclusions about the interconversion barriers separating conformers can be obtained by observing the relative population of conformers
after relaxation, or by spectroscopy of embedded gas phase samples in a cryogenic
ice matrix[140]. However, direct, continous observation of collision-induced gas-phase
conformational relaxation has not previously been achieved. The primary limitation
preventing continuous collisional measurements in jet cooled molecular beams is the
short duration and rapidly changing density and energy of the supersonic expansion.
Other indirect methods to study conformational relaxation and potential energy surfaces include [141, 142, 143].
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5.2 Microwave spectroscopy of conformers in a buergas cell
We report the direct observation of conformational relaxation using microwave spectroscopy paired with buer-gas cooling. Owing to the controlled and well understood
collisional environment in the buer-gas, the conformation-changing scattering crosssection can be measured, which provides a sensitive and quantitative probe of the
conformational potential surface of the molecule.

Collision frequency can be con-

trolled via the buer-gas density in the cell, which is typically low enough to allow for
high precision, state-specic spectroscopy with resolution comparable to that achieved
in jet cooled beams.
Fourier Transform Microwave (FTMW) rotational spectroscopy is an ecient tool
to study the dynamics of conformational relaxation in a cryogenic environment, and
reveals the structural information of a molecule because transition frequencies are
determined by the moments of inertia of the molecule[99]. FTMW spectroscopy has
been used to detect conformers, isotopomers, and clusters of molecules in the gasphase. Due its continuous nature microwave spectroscopy in a buer-gas environment
can be up to two orders of magnitude more sensitive than in pulsed supersonic jet
experiments[90] and has been used to perform mixture analysis, as well as measurement of the enantiomeric composition of samples[123]. Additionally, buer-gas
cooling has been shown to cool a diverse set of organic molecules to the few Kelvin
temperature range[33, 144, 90]. The density of buer-gas in a buer-gas cell is constant, low, and can be accurately measured. This allows for precise measurements of
atom-molecule inelastic cross-sections[145, 35].
We chose the chiral molecule 1,2-propanediol as the subject for our study. 1,2-
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propanediol is spectroscopically well understood and has been previously used in both
pulsed-jet and buer-gas cooling microwave spectroscopy experiments[124, 90]. Conformers of 1,2-propanediol and similar molecules have been spectroscopically identied
in pulsed jet experiments and

ab-initio

calculations on the conformational potential

surface have guided the spectroscopic analysis of these molecules[146, 100, 147]. In
our current study, we observe seven conformers of 1,2-propanediol, conformers #1-#7,
which are described in detail in [124].

5.3 Apparatus and experiment
The experimental apparatus used for these measurements is a Chirped-Pulsed Fourier
Transform Microwave (CP-FTMW) spectrometer that uses a cryogenic buer-gas
cooling cell (see Figure 1).

Previous generations of the apparatus, similar to the

current, are described in detail elsewhere[90, 123].

Briey, an 18 cm sided cubic

buer-gas cell is held at 6 Kelvin by a pulse tube cryocooler.

On one side of the

buer-gas cell is a 1.5 cm diameter inlet hole through which molecules are introduced.
A pulsed valve at

T = 320

Kelvin is backed by gaseous 1,2-propanediol is located 1.5

cm from the inlet of the cell. Warm molecules from this pulsed valve enter the cell
and then experience 10-100 collions to cool translationally and rotationally, and are
then lost via diusion to the cell wall after undergoing approximately one thousand
collisions in 10 ms. The input ow of molecules can be operated in either a pulsed
mode or a continuous mode where the valve is held open.
Helium buer-gas is introduced into the cell through a ll line placed near the
molecule entrance aperture. The typical helium density in the cell is on the order of

nHe ∼ 1014
cm

−3

cm

−3

and the typical 1,2-propanediol density in the cell is

. The rotational temperature of the buer-gas is measured to be
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Figure 5.3.1: Experimental apparatus (not to scale). Molecules are loaded into the
cold cell via injection from a warm (T

= 320 Kelvin) pulsed valve and through a hole

in a microwave mirror, where they thermalize and eventually diuse to the cold cell
walls and freeze. The resulting translationally and rotationally cold gas is polarized
by a brief, strong microwave pulse emitted from the microwave input horn.

The

resulting free induction decay is collected by a microwave receiver horn coupled to
the same microwave mode.

The signal from the reciever horn is amplied, mixed

down to RF frequencies, and digitized.
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all cases and the translational temperature is assumed the same. The mean elastic
collision time between a 1,2-propanediol molecule and a helium atom is approximately

10 µs

and the diusion time of molecules to the walls of the cell is

τ ∼ 10

ms. On

the side of the cell opposite the aperture are two microwave horns coupled to the
molecules and each other via a spherical microwave mirror located on the aperture
side. The microwave eld mode dened by this geometry occupies the majority of the
cell and has good overlap with the zeroth order diusion mode for molecules in the
cell. The input horn is driven by a microwave chirp with a bandwidth of 100 MHz
and a central frequency that can be varied from 12-18 GHz. This drive eld provides
a

π/2

pulse to initiate the free induction decay (FID) signal, which is picked up by

the receiver horn. The signal from the receiver horn is fed to a switch-protected low
noise amplier.

The reciever signal is mixed back down using the local oscillator,

digitized, and averaged by a low dead-time data acquisition card.
The experimental timing sequence is shown in Figure 2.

Microwave spectra of

1,2-propanediol are recorded during varying time windows after the opening of the
pulsed valve, delayed by an interval

∆T

ranging from

∆T = 10

ms to

∆T = 34

ms. After the packet of 1,2-propanediol enters the cell, 200 microwave drive chirps
of 100 MHz in width polarize the molecules in the microwave mode, and after chirp,
a 20

µs

long FID trace is collected via the receiver horn. The FID signal is Fourier

transformed to produce the spectrum. Measurements were performed at two dierent
buer-gas ow rates into the cell

f = 7.5 × 1017

and

f = 1.25 × 1018

molecules/sec (3

and 5 sccm) respectively. Relative changes in the density of the helium buer-gas can
be measured using the collisionally limited ringdown time of the FID signal[90]. The
absolute helium density can be determined by knowledge of the molecular conductance
of cell aperture and by the absolute ow into the cell using the equation
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Figure 5.3.2: The experimental timing protocol. The pulsed valve is opened for 10
ms, which introdues the packet of molecules into the cell. Molecules diusion through
the cell for approximately 10-20 ms, as shown by the blue shaded region. A time

∆T

after the valve is triggered, the measurement sequence begins. The measurement is
composed of 200 polarizing chirped microwave pulses with repetition rate is 50 kHz,
as set by the mean collision time of 10

µs.

The FID signal is recorded in the time

following the polarizing pulse. All FID signals for a given
Varying

∆T

∆T

are averaged together.

allows construction of a movie of the conformer populations.
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where
and

f

is the buer-gas ow rate into the cell,

v̄He = 158

the cell,

A is the open area of the cell aperture,

m/s is the mean thermal velocity of the helium at the temperature of

T =6

Kelvin. For our cell, the density per sccm of buer-gas ow inside

is calculated to be

nHe ≈ 3.6(1.8) × 1013 sccm−1 cm−3 .

The absolute ow rate of our

ow controller was calibrated using a volume standard. Using the ringdown time of
the FID signal then yields a measured state and conformer specic rotation changing
collision cross-section

σR , which vary by approximately 25%.

cross-section are measured have an average value

Across conformers, these

σ̄R = 5.8(2.9) × 10−14 cm2 ,

where

the quoted error in the mean is derived from uncertainty in the absolute buer-gas
density in the cell. Additional data was taken with the valve held open. In this mode,
we can take higher sensitivity spectra but without time dynamics to be recorded due
to a much higher measurement duty cycle.
In the pulsed mode of operation, as the measurement time delay

∆T

increases,

we observe conformer signals decaying at various rates faster and slower than the
diusion time. This decay is the result of a combination of two eects, conformational
relaxation and diusion to the cell wall. For some conformers, the primary source of
this decay is diusion. However for other conformers such as #5 and #6, the observed
loss is much quicker. We interpret this as due to conformational relaxation. One set
of typical spectra is shown in Figure 3. To understand the eect of diusion alone,
we study the time behavior of the methylacetylene (C3 H4 ), a species with no internal
conformers. Data was taken at 11 evenly spaced time intervals

∆T ,

shown in Figure

4. We nd that for methylacetylene, the in-cell dynamics are well modeled using a
simple diusion model. The molecules rst diuse into the cell center as they enter
through the aperture, and then continue to diuse to the cell wall where they freeze.
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Figure 5.3.3: Spectra of 1,2-propanediol in the region from 13694 MHz to 13754 MHz
taken at dierent time intervals

∆T

after the pulsed valve opens.

The molecular

signal decays over time due to diusion to the cell walls, but is plotted on axes scaled
to magnitude of the signal. Conformational relaxation is visible as the changing ratio
of peak heights over time.
conformer #5.

Here, conformer #6 is the fastest to relax, followed by

Here, conformer #2 appears to decay very slowly, if at all, to the

ground state (conformer 3).
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5.4 Modeling the dynamics of molecules in a pulse
loaded buer-gas cell
Our diusion model assumes the input of a Gaussian-shaped pulse of

w.

molecules with a temporal width
in time

t0 ,

total

This pulse travels from the valve to the cell

where it then lost at a rate

α

α = 1/τ

internal dynamics (diusion only),

NT

via 'one-body' process. In the case of no
where

τ

is the diusion time of the zeroth

order diusion mode in the cell. After the molecules have entered the cell, the number
of molecules

N (t)

in the microwave mode at any time is described by the dierential

equation

dN (t)
= NT R(t) − αN (t),
dt
where

(5.4.1)

R(t) is the loading rate of molecules into the cell and reects the valve dyanmics,

where, again, we model the loading pulse as

R(t) = √
with

´∞
−∞

R(t)dt = 1.

(t−t0 )2
1
e− 2w2 ,
2πw

(5.4.2)

The solution to equation 1 is the function

1
1
2
N (t) = NT · e 2 α(−2(t−t0 )+αw ) ·
2





erf

t0 + αw2
√
2w




− erf

−t + t0 + αw2
√
2w


.

(5.4.3)

This equation ts the methylacetylene data very well, as shown in Figure 4, with
typical values

α ∼ 10

The parameters

−1
ms ,

w ≈ 6

ms, and

t0 ≈ 10

ms, depending on conditions.

w and t0 are characteristics of the pulsed valve and hence are assumed

to be the same for all chemical species, including 1,2-propanediol.
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Figure 5.4.1: Time dynamics of a pulse of methylacetylene in the cell at three dierent
buer-gas ow rates. The dynamics are well t by a simple diusion model, where
the microwave mode in the cell is loaded with a Gaussian shaped pulse of molecules
and undergoes diusion in the zeroth order mode in cell. The t to the model (eq.
3) in each case is denoted with a dashed line.

The values

w

methylacetylene are used to t the 1,2-propanediol dynamics.
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Figure 5.4.2: The observed 1,2-propanediol system with hypothesized conformational
cooling pathways for 1,2-propanediol.

Pathways denoted with thick black arrows

involve a 110-120 degree rotation of a free OH group and are expected to have relatively large relaxation rates.

Pathways denoted with thin gray arrows are weaker

channels and represent relaxations involving a greater degree of structural change to
the molecule, as discussed in [124].
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5.5 Observation and dynamics of conformational relaxation in the buer-gas cell
In the case of 1,2-propanediol, we model the conformers as coupled states undergoing
population transfer through both conformational relaxation and diusion to the cell
walls.

We model the couplings between conformers rst assuming the suggested

conformational pathways in Lovas et al. A schematic of this model is shown in Figure
5. In particular, the populations of the conformers obey the equation

~
dN
~ T R(t) + AN
~ (t),
=N
dt
where

~
N

is a vector containg the populations

conformers,

R(t)

N~T

(5.5.1)

Ni (t)(i = 1, . . . , 7) of the seven observed

is a vector containing the total intial populations of each conformer,

is the same loading rate dened by equation 2, and

A

is the matrix whose

elements contain to diusion and inter-conformational population transfer rates.





0
0
0
0
0
α7→1 
−α



 0 − (α + α2→3 ) 0
0
0
α
0
6→2






α2→3
−α
α4→3
α5→3
0
0 
 0




A= 0
0
0 − (α + α4→3 )
0
0
0 .





 0
0
0
0
−
(α
+
α
)
0
0
5→3




 0
0
0
0
0
−α
0 




0
0
0
0
0
0
−α
(5.5.2)
To measure the coupling rates
the diusion time

α,

αa→b

between any two conformers

we t the observed conformer populations
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Figure 5.5.1: Dynamics of the populations of conformers #1−#6 of 1,2-propanediol
nHe = 1.4(7)×1014 cm−3 . Each population is

in the buer-gas cell at a helium density

calculated from the observed line strength by dividing by the predicted line strength,
as calculated from the PGOPHER program.

The time evolution of the conformer

populations is t to a simple diusion model with one free parameter,

αa→b ,

for each

conformer. The time for a each point is set to the center of the integration window.

solution to equation 4. In this t, the initial population of each conformer
is assumed to be a thermal population at
of the pulsed valve.

T = 320

i, NT,i ,

Kelvin, which is the temperature

The conformer populations are derived from the intensity of

each spectral line by dividing by the line strength as calculated using the microwave
spectroscopy package PGOPHER[148] and by normalizing to an overall factor.
This data set shows clear evidence for conformational relaxation along the pathways suggested in Lovas et al., but we also observe strong relaxation from conformer
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#4 to the ground state, a pathway which was hypothesized to be weak by Lovas et
al.. The measured relaxation rates dier signicantly from conformer to conformer,
suggesting that this measurement is sensitive to the dierent interconversion barrier
shapes. Conformers #4, #5, and #6 are measured to have large inelastic relaxation

−1
s ,

α5→3 = 0.15(6) × 10−3

rates into the ground state of

α4→3 = 0.12(5) × 103

−1
s , and

−1
s
respectively, compared to the diusion rate of

α6→3 = 0.3(1) × 103

α = 0.14(6) × 103 s−1

. Additionally, small signals from conformer #7 are seen in

steady ow data. Based on the observed dynamics of conformer #1, we estimate a
high rate relaxation from conformer #7 into conformer #1 of

α7→1 > 0.5 × 103

−1
s .

Table 1 summarizes the inelastic relaxation rates of the conformers and their ratios
with the elastic cross-sections at a buer-gas density of

nHe = 1.4(7) × 1014 cm−3 .

Dynamics of the conformer populations can also be measured at dierent helium
densities.

The experiment was repeated at a helium density higher by a ratio of

r = 1.33(6).

At this higher density, the relaxation rates are observed to scale linearly

with the buer-gas density. This is additional evidence that the conformational relaxation we see here is the result of collisions with the helium buer-gas. We assign
a conformational relaxation collision cross-section to each pathway using

σa→b = αa→b /nHe v̄,

where

v̄ is dominated by v̄He to the 95% level.

(5.5.3)

These values are summarized in Table 1.

Also shown is the ratio of rotational relaxation to conformational relaxation collision
cross-sections,
cm

2

γR = σ¯R /σa→b .

The value of

σ¯R is measured to be σ̄R = 5.8(2.9)×10−14

using the FID ringdown time and measured density, and is measured to be the

same for each conformer to the 25% level. The quoted error in Table 1 is combined
statistical (from tting) and systematic and is dominated by uncertainties in the
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Pathway

∆Energy

#2−#3

106

#5−#3

166

#6−#2

225

#7−#1

235

#4−#3

502

Diusion

-

Table 5.1: Rates

α,

(K)

α (×103 s−1 )
0.01(1)
0.15(6)
0.3(1)
> 0.5
0.12(5)
0.14(6)

collision cross-sections

σ,

σ (×10−14 cm2 )
4.7(3.0) × 10−4
7.0(4.5) × 10−3
1.4(0.9) × 10−2
> 5 × 10−2
5.6(3.6) × 10−3
6.6(3.3) × 10−3

γR
> 104
8.2(3.3) × 102
4.1(1.6) × 102
< 102
1.0(0.4) × 103

and values of the ratio

-

γR

for the ve

measured conformational relaxation rates and the 1,2-propanediol diusion rate as
14
−3
measured at the buer-gas density of nHe = 1.35 × 10 cm .

absolute frequency dependent gain of the detection system and the absolute buergas density in the cell.
dierent pathways

Measurement of the ratio

σa→b /σc→d

γR ,

ratios of relaxation rates for

, and diusion rates at dierent helium densities are

known to higher accuracy than the absolute values listed in Table 1 because they do
not rely on knowledge of the absolute buer-gas density in the cell.
In conclusion, we have directly observed conformational relaxation pathways and
measured the collision induced relaxation cross-section of 5 of the excited conformers
of 1,2-propanediol.

Our measurements have shown partial agreement with the hy-

pothesized relaxation pathways, and an additional strong conformational relaxation
pathway in 1,2-propanediol which were not previously hypothesized. The measured
cross-sections are comparable to the cross-sections measured associated with other
relaxation processes of a similar energy scale[35]. The mechanism behind the conformational relaxation remains an open question. Further measurement using dierent
isotopologues, rotational states, or at dierent collision energies (via buer-gas temperature) would elucidate the mechanism behind the relaxation. This method could
be applied to any thermally stable and buer-gas cool-able molecule, which is thought
encompass most small molecules.

Information about cooling pathways and confor-

mational structure (in form of the cross-section) can be learned about a wide range
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of molecules.
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Chapter 6
Future Directions with Large
Molecules
In this chapter of my thesis, I will describe several results and future research directions on spectroscopy, cooling, and quantum mechanical control of large molecules.
I will describe preliminary results on three dierent experiments. In the rst experiment, we demonstrate key steps in the separation of chiral molecules using Moire
deectometry. In particular, we observe Moire fringes using a beam of cold benzonitrile, demonstrating a working set of Moire gratings which are sensitive to milliKelvin
transverse potentials. We also describe a full scheme for the separation and potential
applications. In the next experiment, we demonstrate preliminary results on an experiment to measure parity violation in chiral molecules. We achieve buer-gas cooling
of methyl-trioxorhenium, a candidate molecule for a parity violation search using microwave or IR spectroscopy. We also outline several possible measurement schemes.
Finally, I will discuss spectroscopy of highly unstable molecules, and present results
on successful isolation and spectroscopy of highly reactive chemical intermediates in
a buer-gas cell for tens of milliseconds.

These results underscore the diversity of
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spectroscopy and quantum mechanical control experiments possible using buer-gas
cooled large molecules.

6.1 Chiral Separation using Moire deectometry
One of the most exciting future directions with large molecules is the enantiomerspecic microwave spectroscopy developed in the Patterson lab[123, 149]. This novel
method for measuring the enantiomeric character of a sample, or mixture of samples,
is based on capturing the geometric structure of a molecules dipole moment in the
phase of a spectroscopic signal. Two enantiomers of a polar, chiral molecule will have
identical values of the magnitude of their dipole moment

~ .
||µ||

For any choice of

coordinate system, the sign of the projection of the dipole moment vector along two
axis

a and b , µa

and

µb , will be identical between enantiomers.

however, the sign of the projects

µc

Along, the third axis,

will dier. Hence, the product

µa µb µc

changes

sign between dierent enantiomers, which is independent of the particular choice of
axes used. A schematic of this distinction between enantiomers is shown in Figure
6.1.1. Using the correct set of coherent manipulations in a molecule, this product can
be mapped onto the phase of emitted radiation.
A particularly appealing classical analogy to this problem is that of identifying
left hand threaded or a right hand threaded machine screw. Given a machine screw
in a tapped hole, how can one tell the handedness of the thread? One simply turns
the screw clockwise (x-y axes) and observes the whether the screws backs out of the
tapped hole, or enters deeper (z axis). The spectroscopic analogy of this process is

0
0
to make a clockwise turn of the molecule by driving rotational transitions along two
axes of the molecule and observe the phase of radiation emitted along the third. This
method is typically accomplished by resonantly driving a c-type and a-type transition
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Figure 6.1.1: Two enantiomers of the molecule 1,2-propanediol. These enantiomers
can be distinguished based on the relative orientation of the molecular dipole. Regardless of the choice of axes

µa µb µc

a, b, c,

the product of the dipole moment projections

changes sign between dierent enantiomers.

simultaneously, and recording the radiation emitted at the frequency of the b-type
transition in a closed triad of states. The rotations are mapped to physical axes of the
molecule through the lab frame polarization of the microwave eld. Therefore each
transition is driven with a mutually orthogonal linear polarization.

This method,

called three-wave mixing, was successfully demonstrated to measure enantiomeric
excesses in samples as small as 2%. This sensitivity combines with high specicity
to make this method an unprecedentedly powerful tool for chiral mixture analysis.
A schematic of this method and a plot of the resulting radiation with enantiomerspecic phase is shown in Figure 6.1.2. An additional method which rotates the states
by mixing using a switched DC eld was used in the initial work and has applications
in experiments to detect the absolute conguration of a chiral species, which will be
discussed below.
Given a method which can measure the enantiomeric character of a mixture, a
key process to demonstrate next would be a separation, or purication, of a such a
mixture. The rst separation of chiral samples was accomplish by Pasteur in 1848,
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Figure 6.1.2: The enantiomer-sensitive spectroscopy method. A) A triad of states in
1,2-propanediol which results in an enantiomer specic phase in the emitted b-type
radiation. B) The time prole of the applied elds which produces the enantiomerspecic signal. C) The measured signal for 1,3-butanediol. This signal is emitted at
14884 GHz, but is digitized at an intermediate frequency of 36.2 MHz and is shown
mixed down to 4 MHz for clarity.
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who separated crystals of tartaric acid by hand based on their diering shapes. Currently, most purication of chiral samples is performed using biological and chemical
methods. Samples may be synthesized using precursor reagents with exclusively the
desired chirality.

In these syntheses, each reaction must also maintain the correct

chirality. This is typically accomplished using asymmetric catalytic reactions [150].
Gas chromatography can be used to separate mixtures of enantiomers[151]. In these
separations, a tube is coated with an empirically determined compound, the so-called
stationary phase, which itself is chiral. Typically, molecules based on sugars are used
as the stationary phase[152]. As the gaseous mixture to be separated is owed over
the stationary phase, a dierential anity to the chiral stationary phase results in
chromatographic separation.
Finally, the most common source of enantiopure samples is derived from living organisms, whose biology has evolved to function using only a single preferred chirality.
The origin of this phenomena, called the homochirality problem, is potentially addressable by an experiment on which we performed preliminary work and is described
in the following section of this chapter[153].
Our proposed method for chiral separation has four individual steps:

1. Generate a rotationally cold beam of molecules using a supersonic expansion
jet.

2. Populate a single rotational state with a single enantiomeric form using phase
controlled microwave pulses.

3. Propagate the molecular beam through closed Moire gratings.

4. Deect the desired state through the gratings using near resonant microwave
elds.
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A key feature of the proposed chiral separation process is that it is a fully coherent,
quantum state specic process. This property of the process is unique among all other
chiral separation techniques. Quantum state-specic separation experiments have a
rich history in their own right, starting from the famous Stern-Gerlach experiment,
which separated the spins states of silver atoms.
A variety of interesting physics and chemistry experiments are possible with enantiomer and state pure beams.

Two enantiomers of a given molecule are in general

separated by a potential energy barrier. A reconguration of the bonds in the molecule
would allow conversion from enantiomer to another. In general, the molecular Hamiltonian commutes with parity

[P̂ , Ĥmol−EM ] = 0
, where

Ĥmol−EM

(6.1.1)

is the molecular Hamiltonian containing only electromagnetic in-

teractions. Therefore, molecular states are simultaneously eigenstates of parity and
energy, and therefore must be linear combinations of dierent chiralities


1
|Ψ± i = √ |ΨR i ± |ΨL i
2

(6.1.2)

. As a result, a molecule prepared in a single enantiomer must be a non-stationary
state and exhibit interconversion dynamics. These dynamics have never before been
observed. However using our method to coherent prepare an enantiopure state, we
should be able to observe these interconversion. If a parity-violating molecular Hamiltonian is instead considered, the two chiral eigenstates will not be simultaneous eigenstates of energy and a relative energy shift could be observed. We discuss preliminary
work towards such an experiment in the following section.

By performing such an

experiment with an enantiopure sample created by this coherent separation method,
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fully-spectroscopic switching of the handedness of the sample is possible. This would
allow a dramatic reduction in the potential systematic errors in such a measurement.
Additionally, this separation method could allow the study of collision induced enantioconversion and even enantiomer specic collisions and chemical reactions.

6.1.1 Coherent state population transfer scheme
Just as the phase of the emitted radiation in the three wave mixing scheme depends
on the enantiomeric content of the population in the initial state of the triad, a scheme
to selectively populate a rotational state with a single enantiomer is possibly by phase
control of applied microwave elds.

Our scheme for selectively populating a single

rotational state with a specic enantiomer involves irradiating the molecules with
three elds which with a xed phase relationship between. The elds are polarized
along mutually orthogonal lab frame axes and drive a connected triad of states, just
as in the three-wave mixing scheme.

The results of a numerical simulation of this

process is shown in Figure 6.1.3. An interference of the probability amplitudes for
the population in the selected state leads to this population transfer, which is fully
coherent. Either chiralty can be produced, and can be switched quickly by simply
changing the phase relationship between the elds. This process should yield state
purities which are better than the limit imposed by other steps in this purication
process.

6.1.2 Moire deectometry
Moire deectometry is a fascinating and powerful method of detecting small transverses forces using a beam of particles. The classical Moire eect involves the appearance of interferometric patterns when two periodic structures are superimposed at
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Figure 6.1.3: A numerical simulation of the proposed coherent population transfer
scheme. Simulations courtesy of Dave Patterson
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slight angles or osets. A Moire deectometer, which encounters similar patterns, is
an apparatus which creates many spatially narrow and narrow in transverse momentum particle beams using a pair of plates with aligned, small apertures, which we call
gratings. A third plate is then aligned with the initial two, such that any perturbation
of the ltered beam results in the change of transmission through the nal plate. The
spread in the transverse velocity of each of the narrow beams is controlled by the
distance between gratings and the size of the aperture in the gratings. For a diuse
beam, such as our pulsed supersonic jet beam source, beams are not just coincident
with the central direction of the original beam, but also traverse the gratings at a
velocities geometrically dened by the transverse distance between grating apertures.
A schematic of operation of a Moire deectometer is shown in Figure 6.1.4. A cartoon
showing the transverse velocity distribution after the two dening gratings in a Moire
deectometer is shown in Figure 6.1.5. Moire deectometers have been used in atomic
systems, for example to measure inertial forces in metastable argon [154], in exotic
systems such as anti-protons, where weak forces were detected in hopes of performing
a gravitational equivalence test [155] , and have been proposed for molecular systems
as well, for example to sort non-polar molecules [156].
The sensitivity of the Moire deectometer is determined by the both the forward
velocity of the beam and dimensions of the deectometer, i.e the size of the apertures
and the length of the deectometer. To detect a transverse force of magnitude
required slit width

w

is

w≤
where
beam.

L

F , the

L2 F
,
vf2 m

is the length of the deectometer and

(6.1.3)

vf

is the forward velocity of the

The squared dependence of the slit width comes from both the geometric

scaling of the width against the length, and also the interaction time of the force
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Figure 6.1.4: A schematic describing the operation of a Moire deectometer. In the
open conguration, only trajectories which do not experience an transverse acceleration are allowed through the grating. In the closed conguration, which is typically
used to detect the presence of transverse forces only allows through paths which are
selected by the rst grating and experience the correct amount of deection to pass
around a barrier one slit width wide.

scaling with the length and forward velocity. The state-specic transverse force we
will apply is a near-resonant microwave eld. The AC-stark shift induced by the near
resonant eld is given by

∆E =

where


p
~
δ + Ω(r)2 + δ 2 ,
2

Ω = µ · E(r) is the Rabi frequency and δ

(6.1.4)

is the detuning of the microwave eld.

The resulting force comes from the gradient in the electric eld intensity

F (r) = −∇U = −~

(r)
Ω(r) ∂Ω
∂r
p
Ω(r)2 + δ 2

!
,

(6.1.5)

which for a parallel wire geometry would depend on the linear gradient in the direction
out of the plane of the parallel wires. The AC eld will also deect other states at
second order.

Thus in order to keep the purity of the beam, we need to minimize

the o-resonant stark shift which would deect undesired states. Using second order
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Figure 6.1.5: A cartoon representation of the transverse velocity distribution in a
Moire deectometer after ltering by the rst two gratings. Distributions are not to
scale for our apparatus.

Clockwise from top left: The initial velocity distribution.

A single longitudinal beam selected by a pair of apertures. All longitudinal beams
selected by all apertures. All beams from a diuse source, which include beams at
angles dened by the tranisverse spacing of the apertures.
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perturbation theory, the energy shift

En

for a polar molecules due to a weak eld is

∆En ≈

where

B

d2 E 2
,
hB

(6.1.6)

is the rotation constant of the molecule in frequency units. A dimensionless

parameter

α=

dE
B

(6.1.7)

describes how polarized the other states are for an applied eld E. A conservative
estimate of the desired value of

α = 0.01

should be on-par with other purity limiting

eects. Therefore the magnitude of the electric eld, and hence force one can apply
is limited by the desired specicity of the deection force.
parameters of

d≈3

Debye and

B ≈h×3

GHz, this requires

For typical molecular

E . 10

V/cm.

Using this requirement, we can calculate the force from a near-resonant microwave
eld, and hence the required grating geometry.
therefore

Ω ≈ 107

Hz. For a gradient of

MHz, the resulting acceleration

a

The achievable Rabi frequency is

∂Ω/∂r ∼ 109

Hz/m, and a detuning of

on a 100 amu molecule is

δ = 20

a = 10−25 /10−25 = 1

2
m/s . A careful simulation suggests that in practice, accelerations of

a ∼ 101

are achievable. Then, using a forward velocity of

vf = 500

length of 10 cm, the required slit size is therefore

w = 0.12 ∗ 10/5002 = 4 µm.

m/s

2

m/s and a deectometer
This

is comparable to the requirement of the inertial sensing in [154] . These gratings are
easily fabricated by lithographic techniques and a set was made for us by Bo Dwyer.
A number of other weak forces could be detected on molecules which could be
interesting. One possibility is to make a rotationally-state pure or nearly pure beam.
As a prelimary step towards chiral separation, we achieved the alignment of a Moire
deectometer capable of producing such a beam. In a polar asymmetric top molecule,
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the likelihood of having two very closely spaced rotational levels of opposite parity
is quite high.

If a pair of rotational levels were closely enough space compared to

the other populated levels in the sample, these states would experience a linear Stark
eect while all other states would experience a suppressed 2nd-order stark eect.
Then, only the closely spaced states would be deected by a static electric eld. In
benzonitrile, two such states are

|4404i

and

|3303i,

which are spaced by as low as a

few MHz at zero eld. At this spacing, a eld gradient of
be applied, leading to a required slit width of only
a slit width of

w = 75 µm

dE/dr = 103

w = 100 µm.

V/cm

2

could

A set gratings with

were lithographically fabricated in 2 mil thick SS for us by

Tech Etch. These gratings and their prole is shown below in Figure 6.1.6.
Another interesting possibility is to observe the absorption of a single photon by a
molecule. Typically, the observation of the absorption of a single photon by a system
is inferred from the later emission of that photon. However, an IR photon exciting
a vibrational mode in a large molecule would remain 'in' the molecule during the
duration of it's time in the deectometer, which would allow for the direct observation
of the photon absorption recoil momentum. Such an eect would require a grating
slit width of

w => 1 µm.

6.1.3 Apparatus
The apparatus used for the chiral separation is based on a pulsed supersonic jet
apparatus. This apparatus is the rst and only supersonic jet in our lab and was an
instructive experience which has given an appreciation for how the vast majority of
cold, large molecule experiments are done in the world. It was largely constructed
by Dave Patterson and Sandra Eibenberger. The center of the physical apparatus is
the outer vacuum chamber, which is the standard Precision Cryo 20x20x24x1/2
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Figure 6.1.6: 75

µm

Moire gratings used in the experiment. Left is a photograph of

the actual grating and on the right is a schematic layout of the end and middle gratings. These gratings have a slit width small enough to see o-resonant electrostatic
deection of a single or few rotational states using modest electric elds. The middle
grating can have twice as many slits as the end grating as a straight path which
connects laterally adjacent gratings on either end of the deectometer intersects the
plane of the middle grating at half the lateral distance.
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square aluminum dewar used in the lab.

The vacuum chamber is supported from

below by an extruded Al 80-20 frame. The pulsed jet assembly is located on one of
the lateral sides of the chamber.

The electronic and cryogen feed-throughs as well

as the vacuum pumps are located on the top plate of the vacuum chamber.

The

control electronics and microwave sources are located in a rack next to the vacuum
chamber and all microwaves are introduced in the chamber via exible microwave
coaxial cables.
The interior of the vacuum chamber is divided into roughly three sections. The
rst section is called the microwave region, and is where the supersonic expansion and
microwave manipulations take place. Microwave dection to ensure proper cooling also
takes place in this region. The supersonic expansion is formed by a Parker Hannin
Series 9 pulsed valve which is built in to a feed-through assembly which places the
opening aperture of the valve inside the inner volume of the chamber and clear of the
walls. Special care is take not to place any object too close to the aperture to ensure
unobstructed expansion of the gas pulse. This region has several microwave horns,
the microwave switch, and and low noise microwave amplier. Typically the horns are
placed in a standard FID set-up to enure that a rotationally cold supersonic expansion
has formed. There is a dedicated Agilent V-550 turbo-pump for this section which
allows rotational supersonic beam formation at repetition rates of a few Hz using a
backing pressure of approximately

P ≈2

atm of typically neon gas. This region is

isolated from the other regions using viton seals, with the only conductance into the
following regions through a central conical aperture.
The next region, called the Moire region, is approximately 30 cm in length and
is where the actual deection occurs. The moire gratings are held by optics mounts
which are secured to an elevated optics breadboard.
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located on a smaller secondary optics breadboard which is mounted to the larger
breadboard by a home made exure stage made from formed SS shim stock. This
secondary breadboard can be moved laterally by a high accuracy stepper motor which
is secured to the larger elevated breadboard. The tip and tilt degrees of freedom of
each optics mount can, in principle, be controlled by stepper motors as well. The near
resonant microwave eld would be applied between the gratings of the deectometer
assembly.
Signal arising from molecules which entered the nal detection region but did not
pass through the entire deectometer assmebly are the principle source of background
for the experiment. Most molecules are either blocked by the gratings or miss them
entirely.

These molecules can still enter the detection region after rst sticking to

the apparatus, and then beign re-emitted along a trajectory signicantly diering
from the original molecular beam. This allows them to pass through a fraction of the
gratings, or none at all. High pumping is critical to reducing this background, which
otherwise slowly and stickily diuses around the chamber.
Primary pumping is provided by a separate Varian V-550 turbo-pump pump.
However, additional and substantial pumping of the seeded species is achieved with
Cryo-pumping.

I fabricated a liquid cryogen pot, which was placed into the main

volume of the Moire region. This pot is normally run at liquid nitrogen temperatures
and its hold time is typically 4 hours, but it's stability is not critical to the experiment.
Large cryo-pumping ns extend o this pot to increase the eective cryo-pumping
speed.

The transition into the nal region is made using several overlapping cold

tubes which are thermally anchored to the pot.

This ensures that only molecules

with, to rst order, a trajectory which would have taken them through the Moire
deectometer make it into the detection region.
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Figure 6.1.7: A schematic of the Moire deectometer. Depicted here is the the coherent population transfer set-up in the microwave region. After preparation of the
desired rotational state, molecules pass through the deection gratings in the 'closed
state,' where only the state of interest is deected through the gratings by the near
resonant microwave or DC electric eld generated from the transmission line. Successfully deected molecules enter the detection region where they are ionized, mass
ltered, and detected with an electron multiplier.

mounted through a motion feed-through to allow blocking of the Moire trajectories
for diagnostic purposes.
The nal section is the detection region, which houses an SRS RGA with direct analog access to the electron multiplier unit. This RGA, which ionizes passing
molecules and lters the ions by mass before collecting them in an amplifying electron multiplier unit, allows species specic ultra-high sensitivity detection capabilities.
The output of the electron multiplier is sent through an SRS low noise pre-amplier
and read out on an oscilloscope which is trigger by the same TTL pulse which triggers the valve to open. The microwave electronics are identical to those described in
preceding chapter of this thesis. A schematic of this set-up is shown in Figure 6.1.7.
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6.1.4 Moire fringes using micron-scale gratings
A useful diagnostic signal is the Moire fringe. As the middle grating is translated in
position by the stepper motor, the gratings should move from open to closed. This
variation of the signal, usually periodic is called a Moire fringe. The contrast of the
fringes is key to the performance of the deectometer. In particular, the purity of the
resulting deected beam scales linearly with the contrast. In our deectometer, we
are aiming for

> 99%

contract. Many rotational states exist in the molecule beam

and a 1% contribution from each undeected state will quickly add to a substantial
fraction of the total detected signal.
Alignment of the gratings is a challenging and critical procedure. A misalignment
of the gratings will cause a reduction in contrast, and strict tolerances are required
to even observe Moire fringes in the rst place. The in-plane rotation of the gratings
is the most sensitive alignment, requiring

∆Θ < 0.2

The out of plane rotation must be within

∆ < 0.8

degrees for the

75 µm

gratings.

degrees for the same gratings.

Additionally the longitudinal spacing of the gratings is important - each of the gratings
must be equidistant, with

|x1 − x2 | < 375 µm,

where

x1

and

x2

are the distances

between the rst and second, and second and third gratings respectively to observe
fringes.

Course alignment was achieved with a pair of precision machined spacer

blocks. Fine alignment was achieved empirically using the diraction patterns of red
laser pointer through the gratings.
A typical molecular beam signal as recorded by the continuous electron multiplier
(CEM) under optimal conditions is shown in Figure 6.1.8.

Using a programmable

Newport stepper motor, we can scan the lateral position of the middle grating to
trace out a Moire fringe. When properly aligned and with all of the cryo-pumping
described in the preceding section, Moire fringes were observed in both a set of ma-
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Figure 6.1.8: A typical continuous electron multiplier signal (CEM) signal after amplication with no deection forces present. The red trace corresponds to the gratings
in the closed position, and the blue trace corresponds to the gratings in the open position. Negative voltage corresponds to the presence of benzonitrile molecules. Any
positive voltage signal is an artifact of the amplier, which is AC coupled and must
maintain a 0 average signal.

The molecular beam traverses the entire chamber in

approximately 10 ms, which is visible as the time oset of the blue peak. With the
closed gratings, a small molecular signal is still observed. In this run, the contrast
was estimated to be

? 95%.
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Figure 6.1.9: Moire fringes observed with both

w=1

mm and

using a programmable Newport high precision stepper motor.
fringes with the

w = 75 µm

w = 75 µm

gratings

The contrast of the

gratings was between 90% and 95% and is suspected to

be limited by the in-plane alignment of the gratings. The vertical scale of the two
curves is not the same, but the horizontal scale is the same.

chined gratings with

µm

w = 1

mm and with the lithographically fabricated

w = 75

w = 75 µm

gratings

gratings. Critical to the observation of the fringes with the

was the proper alignment of the gratings and the cold overlapping tubes described
above. The fringes from these gratings are shown in Figure 6.1.9. The contrast of the
fringes with the

w = 75 µm

gratings was between 90% and 95% and is suspected to

be limited by the in-plane alignment of the gratings.
The next steps forward with this experiment would be the observation of deection
through closed Moire gratings.

For this, we will use the DC stark shift to deect
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the most polarizable rotational states. Additionally, the coherent state transfer step
will need to be demonstrated.
signs of this working.

Current work in the lab may be showing the rst

Work is also underway in the Schnell group in Hamburg as

well to demonstrate this step. Next, Moire fringes must be demonstrated with the
nanofabricated 5

µm

gratings. The alignment procedure and system of the gratings

will likely require substantial improvement, for example using stepper motors on
tip-tilt degrees of freedom of the grating mounts, perhaps a longitudinal translation
stage with stepper motor, and likely improved patience of the experimenter. Nearresonant deection of the beam will then need to be demonstrated. Finally, the entire
protocol described will have to be put together. This experiment was unexpectedly
dicult, and though I'm condent of it's eventual success, a skilled experimenter and
signicant time will be necessary.

Luckily just such an experimenter, Dr.

Sandra

Eibenberger is now working in the lab.

6.2 Parity violation in chiral molecules
As discussed in the preceding section, the electromagnetic molecular Hamiltonian
commutes with the parity operator. However, parity violating interactions are known
to exits within atoms.
tion.

In particular, the weak nuclear force exhibits parity viola-

The observation of parity non-conservation (PNC) in atoms have served as

the most stringent tests of electroweak interactions and are highly sensitive to new
interactions[8]. Additionally, the PNC eects can magnied in molecules using closely
spaced opposed parity levels [20]. In addition to constraining parameters in high energy physics, PNC in molecules could play in a eld about as dierent as one can
imagine - biology. PNC in chiral molecules is hypothesized to play a role in the homochirality of life[157] .

In this section of my thesis, we discuss preliminary work
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towards a precision measurement experiment of PNC in chiral molecules using a
buer-gas cell or buer-gas beam source.

6.2.1 Parity Violation in Molecules
The search for parity violation in chiral molecules has been on-going for over 25
years and a major collaboration is working towards new precision measurements. In
chiral molecules, parity violating energy shifts are expected to manifest in the vibrational and rotation degrees of freedom. A seminal work in 1999 placed an upper
bound on the magnitude of these energy shifts in the vibrational modes of CHFClBr of

∆ν/ν < 4.10−13

using a saturated absorption measurement in a gas lled

long Fabry-Perot cavity[158]. In this experiment, a measurement of the line center
is was limited by statistical uncertainties at the 10 Hz, but the PNC energy shift
measured was dominated by a systematic error from collisional shifts of unknown
contaminant gasses.
the order of

The predicted PNC shift in CHFClBr is predicted to be on

∆ν/ν ∼ 10−16 .

Shortly thereafter a competing group released a non-

zero measurement of a PNC signal in a Mossbauer spectroscopy experiment using
a chiral iron complex, Fe(phen)3 Sb2 (C4 H2 O6 )2 ·8H2 O, which was also dominated by
systematic errors [159].
Current progress is directed both towards nding a molecule which might exhibit
larger parity violating energy shifts and also developing more accurate spectroscopic
measurement techniques and high precision light sources. An excellent review on the
theory is given by Quack and Stohner in [160] and an excellent review of experiment
progress is found in the review by [161], which is the collaboration currently pushing these experiments most forward. Our preliminary work on this question focuses
on two fronts, using a highly sensitive candidate molecule and using high precision
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spectroscopy based on buer-gas cooling.
PNC arises in molecules arises predominately from the exchange of a

Z0

boson

between the quarks in the nucleus and the electrons in the orbitals of the molecule[162,
1, 163]. Because the

Z0

has a large rest mass of

mZ = 92.6

GeV, it has very short

range and can only interact with electrons which penetrate the nucleus. While the
electromagnetic current is only in vector form

j µ [ψ(x)] = ψ † (x)γ 0 γ µ ψ(x)

, where

ψ(x)

(6.2.1)

is the wavefunction operator for the electron is bispinor form, the weak

neutral currents have both vector components and axial (pseudo) vector components,
the latter of which is

j µ [ψ(x)] = ψ † (x)γ 0 γ µ γ 5 ψ(x)

(6.2.2)

While the electromagnetic current's vector nature renders its interactions parity
conserving, the interaction of the electromagnetic current and the weak neutral current violates parity. The dominant contribution to the parity violating eect arises
from a pseudo-vector coupling of

Z0

to the electron and a vector coupling to the nu-

cleus. In particular, this interaction is dominated by the time-like

(µ = 0) component

of the weak neutral current, i.e. the weak neutral charge


QW = −N + Z 1 − 4sin2 (θW ) ,

where

θW ≈ 0.24

(6.2.3)

is the Weinberg mixing angle which describes the spontaneous

symmetry breaking of

B0

and

W0

bosons into photons and
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Hamiltonian for this interaction is

GF X
HP V = √
QW,A γ 5 ρA (r),
8 A
where

GF ≈ 3 × 10−12 mc2


~ 3
is the Fermi constant and
mc

charge distribution for nucleon

A.

(6.2.4)

ρA (r)

is the weak nuclear

In the non-relativistic limit, this Hamiltonian

reduces to

HP V =
where

p~

X GF 1


~ · p~δ 3 (~r) + δ 3 (~r)~p ,
√
QW,A S
2 2mc~
A

is the linear momentum operator on the electron and

~s

(6.2.5)

is the electron spin.

This Hamiltonian mixes electron orbitals of dierent orbital angular momentum

L

due to the action of the linear momentum operator. Evaluation of this Hamiltonian
on hydrogen electron orbitals shows that this mixing

hn0 p|HP V |nsi ∝ Z 3 .

One factor of

Z

(6.2.6)

comes from the increase in the the weak neutral charge on the

nucleus, another from the increased electron density in the

S

orbital from the nuclear

electrostatic charge, and one from increased momentum of electron nuclear a more
charged nucleus. In molecules this eect requires further spin-orbit mixing in order
see a non-zero matrix element. Thus for a chiral molecule,

∆EP V ∝ Z 3 × ∆ESO ∝ Z 5 .

(6.2.7)

To observe parity violation in a chiral molecule, one must choose a molecule with as
heavy a nuclei as possible.
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Figure 6.2.1: The Lewis diagram for methyl trioxorhenium (MTO) and a right handed
chiral derivative. These molcules are expected to show large parity non-conserving
energy shifts and have ideal properties for a molecular beam spectroscopy experiment.

6.2.2 Methyltrioxorhenium as a candidate molecule
Recent research has focused on a set of molecules based on a rhenium metal complex [164]. Rhenium is a third-row transition metal with atomic mass of 186 a.m.u.
This makes it one of the heaviest species for which a diverse set of transition metal
chemistry is known. In particular, chiral oxorhenium complexes have been identied
as ideal candidates for a PNC search in chiral molecules. Due to the heavy Re nucleus, MTO is predicted to manifest PNC energy shifts on the order of

∆ν/ν ∼ 10−14

or higher. Chiral oxorhenium complexes are readily synthesized from commercially
available methyltrioxorhenium (MTO). Additionally, these complexes can sublimate
at moderate temperatures without decomposition, no internal rotations are present,
and the hyperne structure is relatively simple.

Microwave spectroscopy of MTO

has already been performed and has identied the rotational constants, centrifugal
distortion, and hyperne constants[165].

The Lewis diagram of MTO and a chiral

derivative are shown in Figure 6.2.1
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6.2.3 Buer-gas cooling of Methyltrioxorhenium
As a preliminary step towards a precision measurement experiment of PNC in chiral
molecules, we performed microwave spectroscopy of buer-gas cooled MTO in a 6K
helium buer-gas cell.

MTO is the rst organo-metallic molecule to be buer-gas

cooled and one of the heaviest molecule to be buer-gas cooled.

Nonetheless, this

spectroscopy experiment was very easy, working on our very rst try with all data
taken in a single experimental run of a few hours.

The apparatus used for this

experiment is identical to that described in Chapter 5 of this thesis and was run
in steady state mode with a buer-has ow of 2 sccm.

MTO is a symmetric top

molecule and has one rotational line, split by hyperne structure, in the bandwidth
of our instrument. Rhenium has two abundant isotopes,
isotopes shifts.

185

Re and

187

Re which exhibit

We recorded a broadband spectrum of MTO from 13.8 GHz to 14

GHz. This spectrum, along with the line assignments, is shown in Figure 6.2.2.

6.2.4 Towards a parity violation search in a buer-gas beam
or cell
The current generation of PNC measurement in molecules is proposing to use a Ramsey style measurement in a supersonic beam. This will allow line-widths on the order
of 100 Hz, as opposed to the 60 kHz of the original 1999 experiment. Additionally,
the free beam environment should eliminate the collisional shifts which caused the
dominant systematic error in that experiment.

A buer-gas beam source for this

experiment would represent a strictly benecial increase in the sensitivity of this
experiment. The sensitivity in a Ramsey experiment is

√
S ∝ τ N,
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Figure 6.2.2: FTMW spectrum of buer-gas cooled MTO showing hyperne splittings
and isotopomers. The spectral lines observed in reference [165] are plotted below the
spectrum in red. Some of the lines in the spectrum have not been previously identied.

where

τ

is the coherence time of the measurement and

N

is the number of molecules

being measured. A neon buer-gas beam operated in the hydrodynamic regime could
achieve a forward velocity of

vf ≈ 150

m/s, one sixth that of a pulsed supersonic

beam, and additionally could produced over an order of magnitude more molecular
ux. This would give a sensitivity

S & 20

times greater than an equivalent pulsed

supersonic jet experiment.
A measurement in a buer-gas or supersonic beam would have a major systematic
- the second order Doppler shift. This shift, due to the time dilation experienced in
a moving beam is

∝ vf2 .

In a supersonic beam, control of

vf

is dicult. However, in

a buer-gas beam, would have this systematic reduced by a factor of
magnitude of

vf

is easier to control.


1 2
and is the
6

In a buer-gas cell, this systematic would be

eliminated. Despite the much wider line shape in a cell, which we be on the order of
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MHz for optical frequencies, a much higher molecule number and lack of 2nd order
Doppler shift could make this a promising alternative to a beam based measurement.
Recently, ultra-high precision spectroscopy of organic molecules was achieved in the
buer-gas cell with an IR frequency comb.

This method could access vibrational

transitions particularly sensitive to PNC energy shifts.
A particularly intriguing idea for an in-cell measurement of PNC energy shifts
is the construction of a molecular MASER with chiral MASEing medium such as
one of the chiral derivatives of MTO. A molecular MASER, is qualitatively dierent
from an optical laser.

In a MASER, the linewidth is set by the incredibly small

natural linewidth of the rotational states of the molecule, which is on the order of

10−8

Hz, and not the linewidth of the cavity around it. The Schawlow-Townes limit

for the linewidth of a molecular MASER in the buer-gas cell has estimated to be
well below

10−6

Hz, i.e.

∆ν/ν ∼ 10−16

and would be fantastically sensitive.

This

amazing linewidth comes not just from the low natural lifetime, but also from very
high number of molecules in cell.

In reality, such a linewidth would be limited by

technical noise sources, such as cavity noise which couples to the photons by not being
deeply enough in the bad-cavity limit.
The requirements for such a MASER appear feasible. There must be an 'optical
depth' of 1, i.e.

unit probability of absorption of a microwave photon before loss

from the cavity.

A recent measurement of microwave absorption in our buer-gas

cell is on the order of

10−3 ,

and a microwave cavity with a Finesse of

F ∼ 103

is

relatively easy to achieve. One simply needs a suitable scheme for pumping into a
non-thermal distribution of rotational states, and thermal black-body photons would
initiate MASEing. The output frequency of two separate MASERs using both left
and right handed chiral molecules as the gain medium, or the output of the same
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MASER but by using MASEing media of dierent handedness, could be compared
to detect PNC energy shifts.

6.3 Spectroscopy of highly unstable molecules
Buer-gas cooling of large molecules is not just a technique applicable to higher
resolution spectroscopy of stable molecules and mixtures, but can also be used to
perform high resolution spectroscopy on unstable molecules as well. The world is lled
with unstable molecules as we speak (except we are not speaking, you are reading).
Chemical reactions typically experience numerous transient reaction intermediates.
Some intermediates have incredibly short lifetimes and react due to internal dynamics
within the molecule. However, a large class of reaction intermediates are meta-stable,
and require a collision event to proceed. A low energy helium collision may be soft
enough to preserve these states.

If reaction intermediates could be generated and

introduced into the buer-gas, reactions could be stopped, allowing for precision
spectroscopy of critical reaction intermediates.
One important class of unstable molecule is that of carbonyl oxides, known as
Criegee intermediates (CI). CIs play a critical role in the oxidation of organic molecules
in the Earth's upper atmosphere[166]. For example, ozonolysis, which proceeds via
CIs, is a major tropospheric removal mechanism for unsaturated hydrocarbons. The
nature and properties, such as the structure, of CIs are poorly understood and experimental spectroscopy is limited due to their unstable nature.

Isolation of these

molecules in a buer-gas environment is one goal.
Unstable radicals are some of the most common molecules in the universe, making up a substantial component interstellar medium (ISM). The chemistry of these
radicals plays an important role in the transport of matter and formation of stars
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Figure 6.3.1: Reaction pathway and various intermediates in the ozonolysis of alkenes
process. Figure adapted from [166]

and planets in the interstellar medium. The presence of large molecules in the ISM is
quite surprising given its low density. The discovery of the molecule

c − C3 H2

in 1985

heralded a phase of intense study of large, reactive molecules in space[167]. These
molecules belong to another class of unstable molecules which we would like to study
in the buer-gas environment.
To this end, we outtted our pulsed valve for molecule introduction with an electrical discharge assembly provided by the McCarthy Lab. This discharge is located
outside of the pulse valve, but still a few centimeters before the entrance aperture
to the cell.

The discharge electrodes are charged to

the pulsed valve is red.

1−4

kV and discharge when

Using an identical experiment protocol as what was de-

scribed in Chapter 5 of this thesis, we observed the unstable radical
the rarer molecule

c − C3 H

c − C3 H2

and

using microwave spectroscopy in a 6K helium buer-gas
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Figure 6.3.2: Unstable organic radicals

c − C3 H and c − C3 H2

observed in the buer-

gas cell after production in a pulsed discharge valve. The high unstable molecule

C3 H

is observed to have a splitting due to XXX.C3 H2 is observed in the cell the cell for
over 20 ms, which itself is limited by the buer-gas density in the cell.

cell.

c − C3 H2

was observed to persist in the buer-gas cell for more than 20 ms with

the lifetime being limited by diusion. This suggests that

c − C3 H2 is

stable during

collisions with the 6K helium buer gas. The triplet splitting due to the free hydrogen
is also observed

c − C3 H[168].

This method represents a promising avenue towards

observing other unstable radicals or reaction intermediates.
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Appendix A
Technical Drawings
The technical drawings provided in this chapter are machine drawings for the Cold
ECDL laser system presented in Section 3.2.3 of Chapter 3. They can be presented
as is to a professional machine shop for fabrication.

Additional technical drawings

for this, and other apparati - e.g. the vacuum chamber described in Chapter 2 and
second generation vacuum chamber described in Chapter 3, are found on the Laser
Cooling SVN subversion repository under the Constructions and Drawings folder.
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Figure A.0.1: The Cold ECDL enclosure body, page 1.
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Figure A.0.2: The Cold ECDL enclosure body, page 2.
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Figure A.0.3: The Cold ECDL enclosure body, page 3-o-ring grooves.

Figure A.0.4: The Cold ECDL base, page 1.
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Figure A.0.5: The Cold ECDL base, page 2.
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Figure A.0.6: The Cold ECDL base, page 3.
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Figure A.0.7: The Cold ECDL top plate.
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